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ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, weather-protected pedestrian walkway systen$ have become

an increasingly popular element of the downtown streetscape of many North American

cities. Whether in the form of overhead sþwalks or underground concourses, they are a

means of providing the pedesrian with safe, unintemrpted movement in a climate-

controlled environment By facilitating access to grades other than at street level, walkways

offer pedestrians a ne\ry alternative to downtown movement. With any new system comes

change, both in how people perceive their environment and use it. Since grade-separated

walkway systems represent a dramatic change in the ability to move about the downtown,

a shift can be expected in people's behavioral patterns. The consequences, either beneficial

or detrimental, often takes three fomrs: social, economical, and behavioral.

The intent of this practicum is to examine the problems and benefits of Winnipeg's

Downtown V/alkway System from a user's perspective. The problems and benefits of a

system may be real or perceived - this study seeks to investigate the case of Winnipeg by

focusing on user perception. The main issues examined cent¡e on socio-economic and

behavioral aspects in an attempt to provide an overview of the attitudes, social habits, and

usage patterns of the system user.

The praclicum concludes with a summary of findings on the state of the Winnipeg

system as it exists today. This is expressed in terms of the problems, benefits, social

behavior and usage patterns identified through user surveys. Finally, a recommended

course of action for improvements to the system is advanced

lil
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INTRODUCTION: Statement of Purpose

Skyway systems are rapidly becoming second cities n¡nning over
and through the existing ones like threads through a loom. Since
they are not going to disappear, integrating them into existing
cities - socially, economically, and architecnrally - has become
a critical planning issue.l

- David Dillon

The purpose of this practicum is to examine the problems and benefits of grade-

separated v¿alkwa] system development on the downtown pedestrian environment. The

problems and benefits of such systems may be real or perceived - this study seeks to

investigate the case of Winnipeg by focusing on the perceptions of users of the Downtown

V/alkway Sysæm.2 The practicum describes and evaluates the system in terms of va¡ious

user-related planning and design issues as identified through a survey of users.

Problem Statement

Over the past two decades, weather-protected pedestrian walkway systems have

become an increasingly popular element in the downtown streetscape of many Nonh

American cities. The stated reasons vary as to why such off-street systems are being

implemented in our downtowns. Firstly, improved pedestrian safety is accommodated with

the separation of vehicula¡ from pedestrian traffic. Secondly, by allowing most trips to be

made in less time and in more comfo4 they facilitate pedestrian mobility. Finally, they can

serve as a strategy for downtown redevelopment. 'Whether in the form of overhead

1 David Dillon, "Conference Looks at the Benefits, And Problems, of Skyways',
Architecture , 1985, p. 13.

2 The Downtown Walkway System is the official name of Winnipeg's downtown weather-
protected pedestrian system. The system consists of both overhead skywalks and an
underground concourse.
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skywalks or undergtound concourses, they are a means of providing the pedestrian with

safe, unintem¡pted movement in a climate-conuolled environmenl

Although the reasons may vary, the establishment of internal pedestrian walkway

systems is viewed by many as a major contributor to the transformation of downtown

space. By facilitating access to grades other than at street level, walkways offer pedestrians

a new alternative to downtown movement. With any new system comes change, both in

how people perceive their environment and use it. Since grade-separated systems represent

a dramatic change in the ability to move about in the downtown, a shift might be expected

in people's perceptions of the downtown and how they use it

Questions concerning the impact these systems have had on the pedestrian raise a

number of user-related issues that need to be addressed:

* Since internal walkway systems can cause significant shifts in where and how people
entertain, shop, and conduct business, how have they affected the social behavior of
people in using do\ryntown space?

* What are the consequent usage patterns of the pedestrian?

* Does the system present any problems for pedestrian movement, or usage, and what
improvements can be made to alleviate these difficulties?

* How a¡e internal walkways benefÏcial to those who use them?

Objectives

In the mid-seventies Winnipeg City Council adopted a series of programs to

strengthen the importance of the downtown as the focal point for Winnipeggers. rü/ith this

objective in mind, one important component in the rejuvenation straægy for the downtown

was the establishment of a weather-protected pedestrian system. The walkway system was

included in the Council strategy as an essential amenity to encourage downtown

revitalization an{ because of climate extremes, could allow the downtown to compete with
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peripheral shopping centres. As well, the walkway was required to serve the downtown

resident population as it assists in supporting on-going redevelopmenl3

Although the above explanation provides the raison d'être of the Winnipeg walkway

system, it is necessary to justify the objective of a practicum inquiry of this type. With the

recent introduction of an upper level system to complement the existing below grade

concoruse at Portage and Main, Winnipeg's weather-protected system now offers the

pedestrian an alternative to movement in the downtown. Traditionally, pedestrians have

had only one route along which to travel, that being the street Now they have three

options: street level, above-grade, and below-grade.

As previously mentioned, with any new system comes change, both in how people

perceive their environment and use it. Certainly a change in the downtown movement

patterns of Winnipeggers is apparent. Since a significant portion of the downtown (retail

components mainly) is now connected by sþwalks and tunnels, a prcgress report on the

effectiveness of the system is in order. Thus, an examination of pedesuian movement is

proposed by this practicum, in an effort to assess the various attributes of the

existing walkway system based upon user perception and patterns of use.

Study Limitations

The walking opportunities afforded pedestrians in and around cities are numerous.

They include, for example, arcades, sidewalks, market places, parks, and indoor shopping

centres. Since most people become pedestrians at one time or another, the pedestrian

environment is familiar to all. The way in which it is linked to other movement systems and

it's impact on other facets of city life are important considerations.

Due to the breadth of the practicum topic and the time constraint, certain limitations

must be placed on this study in order to focus the research efforts towards the desi¡ed

3 lrwin Torry, "Wetcome to Winni-PEDl Quarterly News, vol. 1, no.4, 1988-89,
p.5.
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objectives. The type of resea¡ch most needed, therefore, should be selective, and adhere

to the following limitations:

(1) This practicum documents North American experiences with pedestrianization and
focuses on Winnipeg as a case study. Although other American and Canadian cities
are examined, they are only considered in order to place the Winnþg situation in a
b,roader perspective.

(2) This study deals strictly with the downtown pedestrian area

(3) The three principal t¡'pes of pedestrian schemes used in downtowns can be identified
as pedestrian districts, pedestrian malls, and interior pedesrian walkways. This study
focuses on interior pedestrian walkways as they are one of the more common
to be found.

(4) Winnipeg's walkway system is evaluated as it presently exists. The study does not
attempt to compare the existing system with what was there before.

(5) The assessment of Winnipeg's interior pedestrian walkway system is based upon user
perceptions and patterns of use as identified tlrough a survey of users. Thus,
the anitudes, opinions, perceptions, and usage patterns of system users forms the
basis upon which the walkway system is evaluated. The attitudes and opinions of
people not located on the walkway are not considered.

(6) All survey respondents are over the age of seventeen and therefore, the perceptions of
children are not considered in the study.

(7) The proble.s 3nd benefits associated with- walkway systems are architectural,
economic, social, and user-related Since the purpose of this practicum is to solicit
the opinions of the system user in identifying the issues, the study focuses on the
social behavior of the user and the user-related consequences of walkway system
deveþment.

Organization of Practicum - Structure and Method

This practicum is organized into frve chapters (see Figure 1). The first chapter is a

review of existing theories on downtown pedestrian planning and begins with an

examination of its goals -- that of overall downtown livability and pedestrian movement.

A key point to be explored here is linkage of the pedestrian environment to other

movement systems. The conflict berween pedestrian and vehicular movement and the

separation of these activities as a response to the problem is also examined.

The second chapter comprises a literature review of pedestrian skywalk/concourse

systems found in North American cities. By examining the experiences in other cities
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with similar pedestrian schemes, insight can be gained into what issues and aspects must

be given special consideration when analyzing Winnipeg's system. In short, this review

cites precedents in the examination of the Winnipeg situation and raises the user-related

issues of walkway system development

The focus of the practicum shifts from a generalized look at pedestrian walkway

systems to a more specific 'case study' approach in chapter 3 with the examination of

Winnipeg's Downtown Walkway System. This chapter sets the scene for the remainder of

the practicum and begins with an overview of the 'salkway system from it's origin to

what currently exists today. Since this study proposes an evaluation from a user's

perspective, the types of users - employees, residents, shoppers - are identified in an

attempt to determine the potential target groups for the survey. Finally, an explanation is

provided on the methods and techniques utilized in the development of the questionnaire

and survey of walkway users. The results of this survey form the main data base for the

case study as the information obtained from user perceptions are used in the analysis of the

Winnipeg system.

In chapter 4, all of the findings and data collected from the user survey is presented and

a question-by-question analysis of the results is ca¡ried oul The data base used in this

analysis is as follows:

(1) findings from the user survey,
Q)key interviews,
(3) relevant literature, and
(4) personal observarions.

At this point a large amount of information has been brought together into one place - many

comments, opinions, and biases. Thus, it is necessary to screen all the material so that only

those findings relevant to the practicum remain - such as, user concerns and the user-

relaæd aspects and issues of the walkway systenl These selected findings form the specific

inforrration needed to make an evaluation of the V/innipeg walkway system in chapter 5.

Chapær 5 involves the examination of those user-related aspects and issues identified

in the analysis stage. They are dealt with in greater detail to determine whether an issue is: a
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problem or benefit; of major or minor concern; an identifiable social behavior and usage

pattern. In this final analysis on the state of the V/innipeg walkway system, concluding

remarls are made as follows:

(1) issues identified as benefits are listed as such (no recommendations are necessary),

(2) issues identified as problems a¡e addressed and recommendations towa¡ds their
solutions are proposed, and

(3) any general social behaviors and usage patterns of system users.
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Chapter 1

THE DOWNTOWN PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT

For too long have cities grown cancerously, with activities separated
and unrelated; with naffic roures dividing the city; with buildings
designed and placed without connection to each other and to the 

"ity 
as

a whole. The relation between the physical and social disorganizaiion
of city life is becoming apparent.

(What is needed now is) ..... to again place people in the foreground
of attention in the design of cities: to provide the senings and ocõasions
for sociability and dialogue; for civic and communal pãrticipation; and
for aesthetic experience.l

.- Suzanne and Henry Lennard

This critical view may seem somewhat harsh in its overtones on the state of the city, but

the fact remains that past trends in urban design have not been too responsive to the needs

of people. As the quote suggests, human values in the urban design process have been

largely lacking in ou¡ plans and designs. What has increasingly occurred is the inversion of

past values of traditional architecture and design; a building's form is now derived from the

internal functional and structural requirements of the buildin g (thefunctionalism concept).

Buildings structured in this ma.nner show little or no regard for the design cha¡acteristics of

the surrounding environment. This contributes to the physical and social disorganization of

city life.

Only recently have actions been taken to reverse this trend as designers and planners

once again have begun to place people in the foreground in urban design. The purpose of

this chapter is to examine the downtown pedestrian environment in light of recent

developments recognizing people as the essential component in the urban design process.

Livability and pedestrian movement are examined as goals for pedestrian planning. As

1 Suzanne H. Crowhurst Lennard and Henry L. Lennard, ed. Livable Cities, Gondolier
Press, Southampton, N.Y., 1987, p.7-8.
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well, the conflict between pedestrian and vehicular movement and the need for a balanced

planning approach is discussed. In response to this conflict, va¡ious methods for separating

pedestrian and vehicular activities have been implemented in many North American cities.

These strategies involve horizontal and vertical separation through such developments as

pedestrian malls, nansitways, and interior pedestrian walkway systems. This chapter

concludes with an examination of these different types of pedestrian schemes.

1.1 The Realm of the Pedestrian

The urban environment serves a wide array of social, economic, commercial, and

administrative functions. Subsequently, our cities have been planned and designed to

facilitate the fulfilment of these needs with the central area functioning as the focal point for

activity. Since this central business district (Cnn)z also contains concentrations of

buildings and places of regional and national importance, it forms a major element in the

identity of ttre city.

Somewhere within the u¡ban fabric of this bustling core exists the "people" element, that

one key ingredient which adds life and vitality to our cities. However, the human element

does not exist in an isolated world of its own. Many other factors make up and influence

life as we know it in the downtown - it is dynamic, often fast-paced, and sometimes

dangerous. If we wish to partake in the activities that city life has to offer we must compete

and co-exist with a wide array of external elements. Some of these elements occur

naturally, such as seasonal variations in the weather. Most are dependent, however, on

the general character of the downtown itself, that of high intensity development within a

relatively small area. This type of development creates problems in the form of air

pollution, traffic congestion, pedestrian safety, and competition for space from non-

pedestrian land uses. This is the realm of the pedestrian.

2 For the purposes of this practicum, the term "cenlral business disrrict', 'CBD',
'downtown', and "core/cenlral area" are synonymous.
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The degree to which these external elements affect the pedestrian environment varies

with respect to the context of the sening - geographically and physically. Vfithin the context

of the downtown, the domain of the pedestrian is set against a backdrop of circumstances

much different from that of the suburbs.3 The mutual accessibility of the va¡ious land uses

located in the CBD often deterrnines, to a great extent, the competitive success or failure of

the district. But there is a problem to be faced if sufficient internal access and growth is to

be maintained - closeness without congestion. This has implications for pedestrians. For

instance, if an activity area grows laterally, distances become too great to be overcome by

pedestrian travel. If the centre grows by an intensification of land use activities within a

small area, great pressures are made to acconìmodate high volumes of vehicular trafFrc in a

limited amount of space.

The typical response of many cities has been to accommodate the motor vehicle and

minimize congestion; this is often accomplished at the expense of the pedestrian. Streets

and parking areas in downtowns frequently account for over 50 percent of the land a¡ea,

and this unavoidably lengthens the distance of pedestrian trips.4 Furthermore,

accommodation of high volumes of vehicular travel also discou¡ages walking by causing

greater accident possibilities and pedestrian delays. In addition to these traffic concems, the

pedestrian also encounters inclement weather and heavy concentrations of air pollutants.

In view of this situation, it is of no surprise that there has been greater attention directed

towards the provision of special improvements to aid in the movement and enjoyment of

downtown pedestrian travel. This trend towards increased urban pedestrianization has

taken on a number of forms - including pedestrian malls, skywalks, and tunnels (discussed

later on in this chapter) - all of which are changing the face of the urban landscape and how

3 Since this practicum ultimately seeks to examine interior pedestrian walkways as a
scheme for downlown pedestrianization, the focus is on the downtown pedestrian
environment.

4 R¡chard C. Podolske and C. Todd Heglund, "skyways in MinneapolisÆt. Paul:
Prototypes for the Nalion?" Urban Land , vol.35, no. 8, September 1976, p.3.
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we use it. The reasons, or goals, as to why changes are being made to the downtown

pedestrian environment are next examined.

1.2 Rationale for Pedestrianization: An Appraisal of Goals

Since the 1960s, great concern has been expressed over the declining importance of the

CBD as the focal point of city activity. This decline has been attribuæd to such factors as

the steady shift of residential populations to the suburbs, an increased reliance on the

private automobile, and the formation of areas of commercial activity outside the central

core - the downtown had been overlooked in favor of what appeared to be more

competitive suburban locations.S The downtown's importance has been challenged by the

development of these outer areas, and it has been put in a position of having to compete

with them for its continuing health and economic vitality.

In view of the circumstances, cities are attempting to strengthen and redevelop their core

¿ìreas as the relative decline of the CBD has kindled an interest in new downtown

oppoftunities. The pedestrian environment, for one, has benefitted from this as planners

and designers are re-evaluating their goals on pedestrianization. Traditional goals have

focused primarily on the safety of man from the intrusion of the automobile. The realization

has now developed that some attempt must be undertaken at making the pedestrian

environment more conducive to the personal and behavioural needs of pedestrians.

The goals of pedestrianization vary from situation to situation, but the aspirations and

intentions behind them are all interconnected. This next section examines livability and

pedestrian movement as goals for planning the pedestrian envi¡onment.6

s tb¡d.

6 Economics is also a goal of pedestrian planning, but for the purposes of th¡s study ¡t is
not dealt with. For further discussion see Brambilla and Longo, For Pedestrians Only:
Planning, Design, and Management of Traffic-Free Zones, Watson-Guptill Pub, New
York, 1977, p. 20-21.
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1.2.1 Livability and Related Social Benefits

The term urban livability, what does it mean? This is an important concept, but one that

is difficult to define as it encompasses so many facets of urban living. As Dietrich

Ga¡brecht points out, livability transcends the bounda¡ies of economic, social, and physical

dimensions:

Urban livability...(it means) jobs, educational opportunities, quality of
retail stores, taxes, and so forth. But there is also livability of spaces,
ttrat of the interior of buildings and that of the exterior space between :

the open spaces of parks, rivers, plazas, piazzas, gardens around
houses, playgrounds, sport-fields - and streets!7

Individual and social development, safety and comfort, streets and squares, spatial and

architectural qualities, and transportation systems are all concerns of a livable downtown

area. Livable cities pay attention to the creation of streetscape, a¡chitecture, spatial design

that facilitate the presence of people in the public domain and in the heart of the city. Such

cities are also entrusted to managing traffic, and to resolving problems of pollution and

safety by utilizing a variety of mechanisms.

As urban centres become larger and more crowded, the stronger the quest for the quality

of the urban environment. To ensure the health and welfare of man in this environment,

planning directives must focus on the people or pedestrian element by providing a ciry-wide

goal of livability for its citizens. As stated by Oosthuizen and Wicks, "... the greater

awareness of a positive urban environment, amongst others, calls for a greater concern for

people and for finding solutions to the diverse and everchanging demands for

accommodating daily activities in the physical environment."s The challenge of making the

city a more livable place depends upon the decision of the city planner-designer-architea in

creating a balanced , functional and attractive urban setting. Since these decisions often rely

on city policy for direction, it is important that the goals of city planning policies be aimed

7 D¡etr¡ch Garbrecht, "Forward",

8 R.J.G Oosthuizen and Roger S.
Centres', in Contact, p.323.

in Contact, vol. 13, no.2/3, 1981, p. xi.

Wicks, "Pedestrianizalion in South African Urban
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at the creation of a more livable city. Nowhere is this livability goal more crucial than in

planning the pedestrian environment.

Ideally, the pedestrian environment should be a livable place in every respect:

economically, socially, and physically. In reality, however, virtually the only attention

given to pedestrians is with respect to their physical safety, not to their comfort or amenity.

This lacuna in city planning and design over the years has been manifest in the changing

nature of pedestrian space: the example of the ever-shrinking New York sidewalk is

commonly cited.g For the sake of the pedestrian, this "lost space" must somehow be

reclaimed.

Fortunately, anitudes towards the pedestrian are changing; the pedestrian as an

individual, and not simply a moving "vehicle", is being recognized by urban designers.

This is evident by the use of various strategies aimed at reclaiming lost space in the

downtown, or even creating new space, and turning it over to the pedestrian. There are

many methods for locating usable space and their application essentially serves nvo social

purposes: to create an environment for pedestrian activity and improve the social image of

the ciry.10

Providing socially responsive places for pedestrian activities in crowded downtown

a¡eas is ¡r important service to an urban population, particularly to children, the elderly,

and the handicapped An environment free from the threats and restraints imposed by raffic

can begin to offer social amenities, unhampered movement, and comfort to pedestrians.

Residents and visitors alike are affected in their image of the city by the existence or

nonexistence of pedestrian activities.ll Cities in which the streets are populated both day

9 The minimum standard width of the New York sidewalk was 15 feet in 1912, 13 feet
in 1925, and 11 feet in 1963 as cited by Hannah Shostack in City Centre Pedestr¡an
Systems: A State-of-the-art Review, Canadian Surface Transportation Admin.,
Montreal, Mar. 1978, p. 1.

10 Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo, For Pedestrians Only: Planning, Design, and
Management of Traffic-Free Zones, Watson-Guptill Pub., New York, 19 7, p.25.
11 lbid.
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and night seem welcoming. Urban spaces often represent an enti¡e city; they are places with

a constant stream of people and activities. The degree to which these spaces a¡e used affects

our imageabitity of that space and of the city as a whole.

It is important that the design of these urban spaces be responsive to the social needs of

pedestrians and that livability be derived from localized andcontemporary interpretations.

The growing emphasis on pedestrianization schemes in many central areas illusnates

this point quite well as they are one of the more successful ways of humanizing the city.

1.2.2 Pedestrian Movement

In addition to providing an exciting and varied urban experience, the basic goal of the

downtown pedestrian environment is to ensure safe, unobstructed movement for users of

the downtown area. In essence, it is a movement system unto itself. However, in planning

the pedestrian envi¡onment it is important that strategies aimed at improving pedestrian

movement consider people as being both drivers and pedestrians. Virtually all people,

whether they come downtown by car or bus, must become a pedestrian before they can

become users of the environment.l2 Likewise, most people become drivers at some

point or other upon entering and exiting the central a¡ea.

Thus, it should be realized that the pedestrian environment cannot be looked at in

isolation as it is linked to other movement systems, most notably the vehicular system.

This interconnectiveness of the different urban movement systems is best described by

Ha¡old Hanen:

Tltq rity is-like-a symphonic core. Stripped, it can be seen as a layering
of interrelated movement systems whose structure providés thé
orchestration and direction which synthesizes the individual solos and
improvisations over time. The quality of a city depends, as does the
symphony on the harmonious interplay of the parts of the system.ts

12 Harris N. Forusz, 'The Cincinnati Skywalk, Cincinnati, Ohio: A Case Study', in Contact , p.
336.

13 Harold Hanen, "A City For All Seasons", Livabte Winter City Association
Newsletter, vol. 3, no. 2, April 1 , 1985, p. 9.
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The patterns of the movement system and their linkage can either protect, enhance or

stimulate the use of the city, or conversely make it miserable and disorganized. It can

welcome all of its citizens to its activities, or it can exclude them. How well the different

systems are linked ofæn determines how accessible the city becomes.

This concept of linkage is examined by Roger Trancik in the fukFtnding Inst Space.

On the basis of resea¡ch into the evolution of modern space and the analysis of historic

precedents, he identifies linkage theory as one of the three key approaches to urban-

design theory and stresses the importance of linkage as the most powerful generator for

urban form-l4 Linkage theory is derived from "lines" connecting one element of the urban

landscape to another. These lines are formed by pedestrian ways, streets, linear open

spaces, or other linking components that physically and functionally connect the parts of a

ciry. The designer utilizing the linkage theory attempts to organize a system of connections,

or a network, that constitutes a structure for ordering spaces. The network of movement

systems and efficiency of the infrastructure take precedence over patterns of defined

outdoor space.

In his work Image of the City , Kevin Lynch also looked at the city and the

interconnection of its parts. He proposed that in order to design successful urban spaces,

three principal rules of design were required: (1) legibility; (2) structure and identity; and

(3) imageability.ts The parts of the city, which he termed "elements of urban forrr", that

should be designed a¡ound these requirements were paths, edges, districts, nodes, and

landmarks.l6 According to Lynch, every city can be broken down into these five parts and

its spatial structue analyzed and used as a basis for design.

14 Trancik's three approaches to urban-design theory are: (1) figure-ground,
(2)linkage, and (3) place theory. According to the author, the most successful urban
places are the ones that combine all three theories. For further discussion see Roger
Trancik, Finding Lost space, Van Nostrand Reinhold company, NewYork, 1986, p.97.

15 Kevin Lynch, The tmage of the City,The M.l.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1960, p. B.

16 lbid., p. 46.
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In examining pedestrian movement in urban centres, two of Lynch's elements demand

further discussion: paths and nodes. He defines them as follows:

Paths are the channels along which the observer customarily,
occasionally, or potentially moves. They may be streets, walkways,
ransit lines, canals, railroads.

Nodes are points, the strategic spots in a city into which an observer
can enter, and which are the intensive foci to and from which he is
travelling. They may be primarily junctions, places of a break in
transportation, a crossing or convergence of paths. The concept of
node is related to the concept of path, since junctions are rypically the
convergence of paths. 17

Although Lynch feels that all frve elemenß together are essential in the structure of the city,

the paths or the network of movement through the urban semplex, are the most potent

means by which the whole can be ordered and that nodes serve as the anchors to these

networks.iS

When studying movement systems in the central area, paths and nodes are important 19

both drivers and pedestrians alike. To enter, exit, or get around the downtown motorists

and public transit passengers make use of paths, or streets. The motorist must park his

vehicle at some junction or node - a parking lot or parkade - before he can become a user of

the pedestrian environment. Similarly, transit passengers enter the pedestrian environment

at nodes along the movement network - such as bus stops or transit terminals. Thus, the

circulation cycle is complete: people enter the downtown as drivers or passengers and

in so doing make use of paths and nodes before becoming pedestrians; as pedestrians,

paths are traversed to get to various destinations or nodes in the core area; finally, people

become d¡ivers or passengers once again at nodes and travel along paths in the journey

back to the suburbs.

This circulation element, the connection between nodes and paths, plays an inægral part

in the stn¡cturing of our urban areas. It can direct, shape, and conhol activity panerns in a

lbid., p. 47.

lbid., p. 96.

17

18
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city, as when a transportation system of public roads, transit systems, and pedestrian ways

links and focuses movement. rWith motorists, transit passengers, and pedestrians all

competing for space within the transportation system, the next question to be asked should

be: How much space do we give to drivers and how much to pedestrians?

1.3 The Pedestrian-Vehicle Conflict

In order to satisfy the needs of driven and pedestrians, a certain amount of space must

be cut out of the urban fabric to allow for the movement of both man and machine. This can

be a problem in the highly-developed and compact downtown area as land is often scarce

and available land is at a premium.

Since the beginning of this century the new unprecedented realities of high rise building

technology and vehicular mobility have profoundly increased the intensity of competition

for the city's land surfaces. As density increased in cities, allocation of open space

decreases to the extent where pedestrians are squeezed into the leftover spaces benveen

traffic and buildings. This is most apparent in the core area where emphasis was placed on

exploiting land values and making use of decreasing open space for building construction

and the accommodation of more vehicles - this makes it diffîcult for municipal

administrators to find room for pedestrians.l9

These conflicts have all too often resulted in an urban environment detrimental to

basic rights of access, comfort and safety. As a consequence we are left with an

environment which strongly favors the wheeled at the expense of the footed The feeling of

William H. Whyte reflects this point:

Aknost every American city gives them (pedestrians) the short end of
the stick. IÆal transportation authorities usually have it written in their
charter that transportation embraces pedestrians as well as vehicles and
that they ought to plan for them. But they do not. They plan against

19 Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo, For Pedestrians Only: Planning, Design, and
Management of Traffic-Free Zones , p.25.
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them. In almost every U.S.city the bulk of the right-of-way is given to
vehicles; the least, to people on foot.2O

Other automobile-related problems include road congestion, pollution, effects on aesthetics

and on the qualiry of life in urban areas - all issues for which solutions are not easy to find-

Although past planning policies have tended to favor vehicles, it is now realized that the

intrusion of the automobile is the major contributor to the congestion and deterioration of

the downtown pedestrian environment and something needs to be done to alleviate this

problem. As a result, cities are spending millions of dollars in research and planning to

solve this problem; proposals for freeways, subways, parking facilities, restrictions on

downtown growth and traffic have all been implemented- The solutions may vary from one

city to another, but one thing is clear - the conflict between the car and the pedestrian must

be solved, otherwise the central area will continue to be unple¿ìsant. Essentially, there are

three solutions to this car-pedestrian conflict:

1. remove the car from downtown;

2. abandon downtown as a place for the pedestrian; or

3. follow a balanced approach by managing the mix of car and
pedestrian - one way to do this is by separation. 21

Banning the automobile from the downtown area might be one solution to this conflict.

This, however, would be impractical as Jane Jacobs points out that "the main virtue of

pedestrian streets is not that they completely lack cars, but rather that they are not

overwhelmed and dominated by floods of cars, and that they are easy to sross."22 Calling

for the removal of vehicles is to go at the problem from the wrong end. Our city streets are

designed and developed mainly for cars and buses while truck servicing of buildings

further emphasizes the need to retain streets and lanes for vehicles. The comFlete or partial

20Will¡am H. Whyte,City: Rediscovering The Center, Doubleday, New York, 1989, p.68.

21 Calgary Planning Departmenl, The Downtown Pedestrian, March 1970, p.4.

22 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Random House lnc., New
York, 1961, p. 348.
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removal of vehicles would cause hardship as many activities would disappear and the large

shopping centres would take over the downtown. Clearly, the vehicle must stay.

The second solution is to abandon downtolvn as a place for the pedestrian. In any urban

centre, people become pedestrians as soon as they park their cars - business and shopping

can only be carried out on foot. Unless the pedestrian has pleasant surroundings, however,

he is likely to avoid downtown. The pedestrian must be encouraged to stay, and he will

stay if there is protection from the bad influences affecting his enjoyment of the city centre.

Neither car nor pedestrian can be or should be excluded from the downtown. However,

a good pedestrian environment is unobtainable if the vehicula¡ and pedestrian activity

within the same area is not properly managed. Since all modes of transportation, including

walking, are in constant interaction, influencing and conflicting with each other, the

problems arising from their operations are necessarily linked. Thus, it becomes necessaÐ/

to balance the activities of pedestrians and vehicles, and one way of managing this mix is

through separation.

1.4 A Balanced Approach To Pedestrian Planning

The fact that the pedestrian element cannot be planned without Slving consideration to

vehicles suggests that the solution is not one of removal but that of co-existance. Our

dependence on the private automobile and need for public transit guarantees their presence

in the urban environment for some time to come. This requires planning strategies to be

responsive to both pedestrian and vehicular movemenl

The key issue in pedestrian planning, therefore, is balance: How much to give

pedestrians and how much to give vehicles? That is to say, we have to balance the use of

pedestrian elements to maintain attractive, livable public spaces at the same time allowing

for such related activities as access, delivery services, and individual properry

requirements. Dietrich Garbrecht holds this view of a balanced approach to pedestrian
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planning as he feels "the concept of livability does include the car. It does not exclude it
But we have to think about how to use the car in a reasonable way. We need a balanced

approach to accessibility, and a balanced approach to spatial movemenl"E

What we have seen so far is the need for a balanced approach between pedestrians and

vehicles. There is a second component to this, however, as balancing must also deal with

the interactions among pedestrians themselves. Just as safety plays an imFortant role in the

confrontation of man and machine, the provision of space adequaæ to the number of people

who walk there is equally important. Urban spaces designed larger than required for the

number of people who use them result in barren, open spaces and underuse of amenities.

When spaces are too small or too n¿urow, congestion, as well as underuse of amenities

similarly result.24 Provision of ams¡i¡ies along the pedestrian system must also be

considered. If there is nothing but banks and off,rces, fewer people need to walk nearby.

A question yet to be addressed is how do we achieve a balancing strategy in pedestrian

planning? Transformations of the street surface intended to red¡ess the imbalance between

pedestrian needs and those of the automobile demand comprehensive planning

interventions and new tools to implement them. This next section examines the use of these

strategies for mediating pedestrian needs with those of automobile access.

1.5 The Separation of Pedestrian & Vehicular Activities

Balancing street space requires us to examine the ways in which automobiles and

pedestrians can be separated. The separation of the pedestrian reelm from vehicula¡ traffic

is both a management and design problem. Management solutions involve the

separation of these activities in time; this is accomplished through changes made to

regulations which control street functions, such as restricting vehicular traffic from specific

23 Dietrich Garbrecht, "Walkability: A Prerequisite for Livable Cilies", in Livabte
Cities , p. 109.

24 Hamid Shirvaní, The U¡þan Design Process, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New
York, 1985, p. 32.
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parts of the downtown at ceftain hours.ã The most common methd for separation

involves changes to the physical design of the street surface. By changing the physical

design of a street, balance can be attained through such methods as widening sidewalks 6¡

creating traffic-free malls. Basically, there are two ways to separate pedestrian and

vehicula¡ activities in space utilizing design strategies:

1. horizontal separation - pedestrians and vehicles both use ground level but
somehow avoid each otheç all movement occurs at grade; or

2. vertical separation - one uses a level other than ground level, either below or
above existing streets; movement is grade-separate¿

1.5.1 Horizontal Separation

Horizontal separation can be very difficult and expensive in the core area as traff,rc

surounds and penetrates each block. Pedestrians need direct paths from place to place

without incurring physical danger from collision with vehicles or time consuming delays

waiting for traffic lights.

Street-widening is one form of horizontal separation, but this is intended mainly to

increase the rights-of-way for cars, not people. Sidewalls cannot be substantially increased

in width without uking more private land at impossible cost. Even supposing that we could

widen sidewalks, a good pedestrian environment may be difficult to achieve with traffirc

being so close and at the same level - this depends on the area.

A second methd of separation is the pedestrian district. Pedestrian districts are

created by eliminating vehicular traffic over a portion of a city - considered as a unit for

commercial, historic, or architectural reasons. Although the use of these districts are a

popular fonn of pedestrianization in European cities, they have gained limited accepance in

Nonh America; this difference mainly has to do with city form. Where Europeans have

built highly dense inner cores (thereby creating more compact cities), most modern North

25 Separatíon in lime, tradilional in some European communities, and occasionally
proposed for the lunch hour in North American cities, has been rarely adopted, except
for special occasions such as annual parades. See Hans Blumenfeld, 'The Conflict
Between the Two Functions of the Street", in Contact , p. 12.
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American cities have been developed with the notion of a more or less infinite supply of

land. This has given way to significantly different urban patterns in North American and

European cities. It is in large part because of this difference in urban pattern that European

cities have tended to implement district schemes as opposed o North American cities where

malls are usually favored.

With over one hundred in the United States and upward of a dozen in Canada, the most

widely applied strategy of horizontal separation has been the pedestrian mall. This

concept emerged in new commercial shopping centres that were developed in American

suburbs after World V/ar tr. In an attempt to create favorable inner city shopping conditions

analogous to those offered by suburban shopping malls, many cities have closed a

downtown thoroughfare to automobile uafñc with the hope that this more attractive setting

will entice more people to use the downtown. In most pedestrian streets or malls, the entire

roadway is filled to grade between curbs and pedestrian-oriented amenities a¡e introduced

to encourage pedestrian movement

These full pedestrian streets were most common when urban renewal funds provided

cities with the money and autonomy to implement them- Since the late 1960s, however,

many cities found that transitways were a more feasible alternative as governments made

available transportation monies for such projecs. Transinvays are pedestrian precincs that

offer a pleasant walking environment through sidewalk widening and by restricting the use

of private cars; buses, taxis and emergency vehicles a¡e usually allowed, subject to

pedestrian priorities. Motor routes are n¿urowed to one or two lanes of roadway at the

maximum, while the rest of the streÆt and sidewalk area is repaved and furnished for the

pedesnians.26

26 Some transitways are also called malls. The prototype for many cities has been the
transitway on Nicollet Avenue in Minneapolis (completed in 1967), where a traffic lane
in each direction is kept open for buses. For more information on pedestrian districts,
malls, and transitways, refer to Brambilla and Longo, Banning the Car Downtown, U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Washington D.C., December 1976.
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Although these strategies may appear to be solutions to down¡own movement problems,

the horizontal separation of pedestrian and vehicular activities does have its limitations.

Separation horizontally in space can be applied only within a limi¡sd ¿rea as vehicles must

be able to move on some paths within the downtown; a central a¡ea with too many blocks

devoted to at-grade pedestrian schemes can seriously hamper vehicular circulation. In

addition, the high density character of most CBDs makes it difficult ro separate the

conflicting nansportation elements in a horizontal manner, so it becomes appropriate to

examine a vertical separation whenever possible.

1.5.2 Vertical Separation

The m¿in idea (of grade-separated schemes) is to give the motorist
and the pedestrian equal rights to freedom of movement and freedom
of access discriminating against neither.2T

-- Peter Smithson

While at-grade pedestrian strategies of various types and sizes have been successful in

some cities, a perhaps more significant functional development has been the evolution of

grade-separated pedestrian systems linking large portions of many downtowns. In

North America over 30 cities have attempted to resolve, by grade separation, the functional

conflicts of scale, speed, convenience, safety and comfort which arise between vehicular

and pedestrian movements.2s The main advantage of separating these activities vertically,

compared to horizontally, is that it allows for complete and untimited protection of the

pedestrian rsalm; pedestrian movement is not only separated frm vehicles, but movement

can be focused internally - an attractive solution for cities considering downtown

improvement strategies.

27 Peter Smithson designed a grade-separated scheme for Berlin in 1958. See Harold
Hanen, "A City For All Seasons", Livable Winter City Association Newsletter, p. 10.

28 The terminology used to describe these systems varies among the different cities;
they are referred to by names such as skywalks, skyways and +15 for above-ground
systems, and downtown tunnel system or underground walkway system for below-ground
systems. For a listing of the grade-separated pedestrian systems in North Amerkxn
cíties, see Appendix "An.
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The grade-separated pedestrian system can be def,rned simply as a network of elevated

and/or underground interconnecting pedestrian walkways. The network consists of bridges

and/or tunnels, corridors within buildings, and various activity hubs. For the most part

they are enclosed and climate-controlled, and connect a body of retail and service

establishments that may or may not have any relationship to the street level. These interior

pedestrian walkways, therefore, permit pedestrians to walk indoors for blocks passing

across elevated bridges and through underground tunnels through buildings whose

corridors are lined with shops.29

The debate over whether the walkway system should be above or below the süeet

depends on the situation. Montreal, for example, has a pedestrian walkway system

underground which is suitable because of local conditions. Its hills and subway combine to

make an underground walkway system practical. Calgary developed a walkway system

above the street because it was cheaper and easier to provide than an underground system.

Many cities have developed a duo-system where both skywalks and tunnels have been

incorporated into the plan, although in most cases one grade often dominates the other (in

terms of number of connections).

Whether above- or below-grade, vertical separation with cars remaining at street level is

one of the ways of managing the mix. However, just as the types of pedestrian walkway

systems vary from city to city, so too do the reasons for implementing them and the

problems and benefits associated with their development. Chapter 2 addresses these

statements as the practicum now focuses on the internalization of the downtown pedestrian

environment.

29 For the purposes of this practicum, lhe terms "grade-separated pedestrian system',
"interior pedestrían walkway system', 'interior walkway system', "weather-
protected walkway system", and 'pedway/walkway system' are synonymous.
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1.6 Summarlv

For a long time planning for pedestrians in the design of urban areas was neglected.

When subu¡ban shopping centres did consider the welfare of pedestrians and vehicles,

their advantage over downtown shopping a¡eas increased. What this has taught us was that

in order to compete with these suburban commercial areas, changes had to be made to the

downtown to draw people back to the core.

Although on the surface this reasoning appears to be economically motivated, it has

forced planners and designers to re-evaluate their approach to pedestrian planning. Past

strategies emphasizedphysical safety and not much else. While safety from vehicula¡ traffic

is a viable goal, what the downtown pedestrian environment lacked, which the suburban

mall provided, was consideration for the personal and behavioural needs of pedestrians:

comfort, amenities, safe and easy access, and weather protection. Competition for land in

the CBD is intense as more and more space is being allocated for commercial and vehicular

purposes. How can the downtown provide all the social and physical benefits of a place

like the shopping mall in an area where so little space is available for pedestrian activities?

Recent developments in pedestrian planning are attempting to correct this imbalance.

Pedestrianization schemes which isolate man's activity spaces from incursions of vehicles

are being implemented in our do,wntowns in an effort to humanize the pedestrian

environment. This is putially a reaction to the threat to central city viability created by the

exodus to the suburbs, but it is also attributed to the sincere desi¡e to improve the qualiry of

life, coupled with the growing disenchannnent with the auto and its accompanying noise,

fumes, and insatiable demand for r¡rban space. While separation of vehicles and pedestrians

is one goal of pedestrian planning, many northern cities - like V/innipeg and Edmonton -

have adopted such strategies as a means for improving the pedestrian environment through

weather protection. This trend to'ward increased urban pedestrianization has taken a number

of forms including pedestrian malls, elevated pedestrian skywalks and underground

walkway systems. One of these pedestrian schemes, interior walkway systems, merits
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further discussion as Chapter 2 focuses exclusively on the use of such systems as a means

for improving livability and pedestrian movement in the downtown. Their problems,

benefits, impact on the downtown and on the pedestrian are examined next
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Chapter 2

INTERIOR PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY SYSTEMS

The value of the (walkway) experience is not only in providing the
physical convenience, comfort and safety provided by continuous
connections above traffic, but more in the opening up of á new attitude
to integrating what were conflicting activitiés so thaithey support each
other and create another new dynamic.l

-- Harold Hanen

CBDs are easily recognized by the intense activity and the presence of large buildings.

Congestion is common, with traffic, people and buildings competing for limited space. The

allocation of space for pedestrian activities is quite small in comparison to the land reserved

for other downtown uses. The physical size of the pedestrian environment, usually a 10'

sidewalk, limits the range of activities that can be safely pursued by the pedestrian. Under

these conditions, the health and welfare of the pedestrian is often jeopard.ized as walking

becomes unsafe and unpleasant (especially during periods of inclement weather and heavy

traffic).

This is not to say that the downtown should be avoided or that use of the pedestrian

environment be kept at a minimum. Walking is pollution-free, reliable, healthy, and even

interesting; it's enhancement is an important objective for upgrading the quality of life in the

central a¡ea of the city. The use of interior (or internal) pedestrian walkway

systems is one such "enhancement strategy" for improving both pedestrian movement and

livability in the core area. They represent a transformation of downtown space which

attempt to redress the imbalance befween pedestrian needs and those of the automobile.

This chapter looks at North American experiences in downtown pedestrianization by

1 Harold Hanen, "A C¡ty For All Seasons', Livabte Winter City Association Newsletter,
vol. 3, no. 2, April 1, 1985, p. 10.
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focusing on the use of interior pedestrian walkway systems - systems which are both grade

separated and offer weather protection. The primary goals of pedestrian walkway

development are dealt with first; they are the basic principles which provide a sort of

framework or "recipe" to guide walkway system planning efforts. The rationale for

system development is examined next as walkway construction is climatically or

economically motivated. Finally, a detailed discussion on the user-related issues of

walkways closes out the chapter.

2.1 Interior Walkway S.vstem Develonment

Most interior walkway systems modestly begrn with the implementation of a few

pedestrian links near the core of the downtown and gradually expand outrvard over the

years. Early development is often initiated by private sector interests as many of the first

skywalks and tunnels are used to connect privately-owned structures that have some

interrelated function; for example, a pedestrian link between a hotel and convention centre

or an office building and parkade.2 The concept of a system, at this point, is not an

uppefinost concern as the idea is simply to connect things that are related to one another.

Although one or two connections do not constitute a system, these initial links often

prove to be very popular and this usually results in a push forfurther expansion. However,

a system cannot be allowed to evolve unless there is the commitrnent from the public and

private sectors to ensure that all future development conform to an overall long range

plan. There have been many unsuccessful experiences with single pedestrian overpass or

underpass structures, where these structures cause circuitous routing or require

inconvenient stair climbing for limited safety advantages.

2. Although generalization regarding North American systems are necess ary tor
simplification purposes, it is recognized that each system is distinctive in iis own way.
Generalizations were made from data available in the government document A Suruey'of
Downtown Grade-Separated Pedestrian Circulation Systems in North America, St. Éaul
Department of Planning & Economic Development, December 1996.
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This points out the need for total system planning and the provision of an attractive

and utilitarian environment that fulfill human needs. Livability and movement as general

goals for pedestrian planning have already been examined, but what is needed now is to

take a look at the specific objectives behind pedesrian walkway system developmenr

2.L.1 Goals & Objectives of Walkway Planning

In order to determine policies to guide the development and operation of walkways, it is

necessary to define the goals to be achieved through the construction of the ne.ntork. The

primary goals of walkway system development are: coherence and continuity, imageability,

attractivenes s, comfort, safety and security.3

System coherence and continuity is most important, because if a system is

circuitous, has route or grade discontinuities, it will not be successful. Ideally the system

should connect as many major traffic generators as possible with convenient direct,

logical linkages. All of the component parts of the downtown - such as major nansit points,

office buildings, hotels, aparûnents, coÍrmercial and cultural activity centres - require a

degree of coherence if they are to exist in the same setting for people to experience. This

degree of order is required for users to be able to organize their perceptions for 'way-

finding'purposes. Walkway design should help them to orient, direct and locate their

destination with ease thereby allowing them to move swiftly along the functional walkway

that connects these destinations together.

The goal of imageabilÍty relates to the concepts of system identity developed by

Kevin Lynch in his bookThe Image of the Ciry .Inessence it is the premise that specific

descriptive elements such as paths, nodes, edges and landmarks are needed to clearly

define a human environmental space to give it its place image. Related to imageability is

3 John J. Fruin, "Pedway Systems in Urban Cenlers', Civit Engineering - ASCE, vol.
43, no. 9, September 1973, p. 66.
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attractiveness. This means more than just esthetic design as use of a pedestrian space

should be an experience by itself, through the provision of pedestrian amenities, planned

sensory gradients of light, colour, sound, texture, and interest features such as special

entertainment events.

Comfort is provided by protection from the elements along the walkway, and climate

control where possible. The objective of safety is inherently promoted by the separation

of man and vehicle. Pedestrian security is enhanced by providing high lighting levels,

areas with clear lines of sight and activity generators to attract people throughout the day.

The use of these seven principles serye as important goals for successful walkway

system planning. V/hile most cities would do well to consider these objectives before

embarking on the development of a system, there is often one overriding motive for

walkway construction in the fust place. The next section examines the reasons that cities

use to justify the creation of these internal pedestrian environments.

2.1.2 Rationale For System Development

There is basically an economic versus climate rationale for walkway system

development in North America. Development often begins wirh the objective to provide

protection against extremes of climate by offering pedestrians a safe, weather-protected

alternative to city sidewalks; this was the motivation for the earliest systems developed in

the 1960s in the northern states and Canada. An underlying objective to this climate conrrol

rationalization is that these systems facilitate pedestrian mobility and safety. They perrnit

most trips to be made in less time and more comfort, especially in bad weather, and since

pedestrians are separated from vehicular traffic, imFroved pedestrian safety is

accommodated.

But interior walkway systems ¿Ìre no longer simply makeshift solutions to winter city

miseries. They have given an economic boost to both cold- and wa¡m-weathercommunities
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- systems can be found in cities as fa¡ north as Edmonton and as far south as Dallas.a The

economic ratÍonale, which is responsible for their proliferation in the United States, is

because they are generators of retail activity and cities have funded them as elements of

their overall strategies to thwart the exodus of downtown stores to the suburbs. Walkway

systems are used as a redevelopment tool to stem downtown decay by making the heart of

the city more convenient to traverse and thereby compete with subu¡ban shopping centres

in an attempt to attract people to the downtown.

By allowing the downtown to maintain a tight core with vertical rather than horizontal

growth, they also encourage density and, hence, the creation of a new layer of commercial

activity (other than at street level). As the walkway system spreads, more enclosed routes

are created to connect with the major activity components of the downtown. The result is a

system of interior lobbies, tunnels and bridges overlayed on the grid pattern of the street -

in effect they become multi-bloclr/multi-use malls on upper and lower levels.

At this point one may justifrably enquire what contribution is made by the walkway

sysiem to the well-being of the city and its inhabitants and whether the system amounts to

more than buildings simply connected to each other by skywalks and tunnels. There are

many benefits and shortcomings associated with pedway development, including user-

related issues that are social, behavioral, and operational in natu¡e.s

1 f¡" 1986 survey of North American walkway systems, conducted by the city of St.
Paul, reported that economic.development was thè main reason for building su'ch systems
in 11 of lhe 24 responding cities. weather was the primary reason in only s.

s Other issues associated with walkway development are architecturat and economic in
nature. For an overview of these issues, refer to Kent A. Roberlson, "Pedestrian Skywalk
Systems: Downtown's_Great Hope or Pathways to Ruin?", Transportation Quarterly',vol.
42, no. 3, July 1988, p. 457-484.
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2.2 User-Related rssues of walk*ay slrstem Devetopment

The basic premise of interior walkway system development is the creation of a second

(and sometimes third) level of pedestrian movement in the downtown. By adding an

internal layer to the public movement infrastructu¡e, conditions that favor the pedestrian can

be established - a sening that allows easier and safer movement and improved tivability.

Besides the obvious benefits, walkway systems can also cause problems for users of the

downtown pedestrian environment, such as difñculties with access and orientation.

This section examines the problems and benefits associated with walkway system

development and the subsequent impact on the downtown pedestrian. These user-related

issues are behavioral, social and operational in nature. Behaviorally, walkways can

cause significant shifts in where and how people shop, eat, entertain and conduct business.

Socially, these multi-level systems can lead to social stratification and interaction of

different classes of people. The operational implications include access, signage, levels

of security, and hours of operation. Since many of these issues a¡e interrelated, it is
necessary for examination and simplification pu{poses to divide them into the following

five categories: access and orientation, comfort and convenience, safety and security, social

issues, and system usage.

2.2.1 Access and Orientation

One of the keys to a successful and well-used grade separated walkway system is the

ease with which people can gain access to the network and orient themselves once on the

network. Issues related to accessibility and orientation, both to and within walkway

systems can be broken down into five areas: user experience, street level access, signage,

hours of operation, and mobility needs of the elderly and handicapped-

User Experíence

The functional com,ponents of walkway systems are: the enEances to it, the doorways,

stairs, elevators, escalators, connecting corridors, skywalks, tunnels, and the signage
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system, that together allow the pedestrian to find their way through the system. The person

that uses the walkway system, on an ongoing basis, quickly learns to decipher the patterns

that will allow him to reach a particular destination from a particular origm. The problem of

comprehending the order of the walkway arises for the first time user, because of the

lack of cohesion between the functional comFonents and their related buildings. These

components are unable to convey to the user direction of movement or provide a sense of

orientation. These factors contribute to the confusion that the initial user of the walkway

environment experiences.

Street Level Accessíbilíty

Access from the street level is problematic in many North American walkway systems

because enny points are usually found in the center of private buildings. Not only are the

walkway entrances not detectable from the outside, but people may get the feeling that they

are treading on private space when they have to walk far into the interior of an office

building or hotel to locate a skywalk or tunnel. Ascent and descent to and from the system

is rarely specifically designed, but more often relies on existing stairs, escalators and

elevators that are tucked within existing buildings, in locations that do notrelate too well to

¡1e vTalkway route. This results in a subsequent lost sense of direction by users.

One remedy to this problem is to provide direct access to the skywalk (or tunnel) from

the street level, 'without requiring pedestrians to enter buildings. The Cincinnati system, for

example, has numerous stairways and escalators leading to the skywalks and a¡e linked

directly to the sidewalk, thereby enhancing the system's visibility and use by a wide cross-

section of people.6

Sígnage

Related to the question of access is the ease and ability with which pedestrians negotiate

the walkway once they have entered the system. Perhaps the best way to facilitate

6 Kent A. Robertson, "Pedestrian Skywalks in Calgary, Canada: A comparison with US
downtown systems", Cities, vol. 4, August 1987, p.212.
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movement and orientation is to provide clear and consistent directional signage. Because

the vast portion of the total walkway system is comprised of interior corridors, it is

extremely important that the system be clearly ma¡ked and that overall graphic treatnent be

uniform - this relates back to the need for coherence among the functional components of

the system. Those persons using the internal corridors of a building or the tunnels of an

underground network cannot use outside landma¡ks as a means of orientation.

Through maps and signing, each North American system attempts to facilitate clear user

orientation, although their degree of effectiveness varies signifrcantly. Probabty the most

successful at this is Calgary, whose +15 skywalk system provides clearly marked overhead

signs that are visible from a considerable distance and indicate directions to buildings,

facilities and the street below.T Signage on many of the other systems, however, is less

useful due to problems of clarity, consistency and conspicuousness; in Minneapolis, for

s¡ample, the signage is small and varies from block to block in terms of location and

colour.S

Hours of Operation

Whereas streets fully belong to the public and are open 24 hours a day, walkway

systems are largely under private management and open for operation only for a def,rned

period. Few walkway systems provide around the clock accessibility. Cincinnati comes

close to this accomplishment as the system is open to the public 24 hours except where it

passes through deparment stores, and St. Paul's system is open daily from 6:00 a.m.

to 2:00 a.m.

Hours in most cities, however, a¡e inconsistent and more limited. In Minneapolis,

where sþwalks are privately owned and operated, hours are set block by block by the

7 Refer to Appendix "8" for an explaination of calgary's +1s signage program.

I Many of these signage problems can be attributed to difficult¡es with coordination and
implementation. Cily officials and building managers must first come to an agreement
o¡ the particulars of the signage program; this includes choosing a symbol delign that
will be representative of all buildings on the system; and, the signs and maps muét then
be implemented in a consistant manner throughout the entire system.
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private building owners. The result is confusion about the availibility of the whole

network. Deparment store links are open only during store hours (mid-moming to mid-

evening), which effectively shuts off major segments of the system to downtown office

workers coming to work early in the morning. Office building sþwalks are closed

evenings, preventing shoppers from reaching stores. Condominiums and aparünent

buildings, which proudly advertise their hook-up to the sþwalþ are nor always accessible

by sþwalk, particularly in the evenings and on weekends - access to stores, theaters, and

restaurants is hampered and thus existing sþwalk hours often discourage nighttime use.9

In some cases, the problem of varying hours of operation is compounded by inadequate

signage of such hours, which may mean that a walkway user may have to walk right up to

the entrance of a particular link or building, only to find that it is closed

Mobílíty Needs of the Elderly & Handícapped

Urban spaces that are free from raffic allow all members of society to participate equally

in public life in comfort and safety. Interior pedestrian walkway systems facilitate access to

these urban places by all - especially the elderly and handicapped

Young adults have no diff,rculty in travelling to the public place. Ir is the elderly and the

handicapped who must fi¡st be considered if urban places are to be accessible to all. If
properly designed, the enclosed system will provide better accessibiliry than the ourdoor

environment where pedestrians have to deal with weather, curbs, traffic, stop lights, etc.

While more recently constructed walkway links are totally accessible to the physically

handicapped, some of the older sections of these systems arc not. For example, parts of the

Minneapolis system presents the handicapped person with elevation changes connected by

steps. Furthermore, interior doors within walkway systems a¡e often inconvenient to the

mobility-disadvantaged, not to mention parents with strollers; Des Moines has rectified. this

problem by utilizing push-button controlled doors along its skywalk system.

9 These problems are inherent to both publicly and privately operated walkway
systems.
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2.2.2 Comfort & Convenience

Comfort and convenience issues of walkway systems are examined under the headings

of weather protection, system continuity, transport considerations, and amenities.

Weather Protectíon

Creating a pleasant pedestrian environment is largely a question of protection from

inclement weather. Types of undesirable weather conditions vary from area to area as each

region has its own set of climatic circumstances. Protection from the sun and heat plays an

important part in the south, while problems in the north are obviously quite different.

During recent years recognition of the close connection between comfort, climate, and

activity patterns has spread quickly within the commercial sector, where shopping

centres, large stores, air terminals etc. are climate-controlled as a matter of course.

Most walkway systems are also climate-controlled and thus affords protection from

extremes of winter cold and sunìmer heat - an essential amenity which makes the walkway

an attractive alternative to sidewalk use. The increase in pedestrian flow within walkway

systems during cold or hot temperature conditions supports the contention that pedestrians

will seek an indoor climate-controlled system if one is made available. The ability to avoid

bad weather and move through the downtown in climate-controlled comfort is certainly one

of the main advantages of internal walkway systems.

System Continuíty

Elevated sþwalks and underground tunnels allows the blockages and bariers in the

city's fabric to be overcome by linking existing structures into a sequential, unified space

- using Lynch's analogy, sþwalks & tunnels serve as the paths linking together the

various nodes, or buildings, into a movement network through the downtown. The

integration of buildings and activities vis-à-v¿s walkway connections enables continuous

pedestrian spaces to be designed without the negative gaps that often disrupt spatial flow.lO

10 RogerTrancik, Finding Lostspace , Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 1986, p.
222.
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System continuity encourages people to move a¡ound the downtown easily, effüciently and

in a fairly pleasant setting, realizing the goal of improved pedestrian circulation. Ease of

access to retail, commercial, social and cultural facilities has also made the downtown much

more convenient to use all year round.

Transport Consíderatíons

An important consideration of pedestrian circulation and convenience is how well the

walkway connects to other movement systems within the downtown. In most cities, the

extent to which walkways are coordinated with any other form of transport is limited to

linkages with parking ramps generally situated at the peripheries of the syster:. While these

connections offer advantages to the automobile commuter, we also need. to link public

transportation with the walkway system, for instance by making each public

transportation stop a small node in the pedestrian network.ll

Unforn¡nately, connections to street level public transit facilities are rarely a high priority

in many cities. This problem relates back to the issue of street level accessibility as

walkways often fail to provide clear and easy access between the different levels of

pedestrian movement.

Ameníties

Amenities on a walkway system are desirable - they deal with comfort, convenience,

and delight of the pedestrian. An important precept of walkway system design is that the

walkway is not only competing with the at-grade pedestrian system, but that the entire

environment of these pedestrian systems is in rurn competing with other existing and

potential developments in a given city or metopolitan area.

In that vein, it is important to consider providing other human amenities that make the

pedestrian environment in the CBD an extremely attractive one. The main focal points of

11 Calgary's skywalks, unlike many of their counterparts, are well-integrated with
transit. Downtown locations for the light rail transit system have been coórdinated with
the skywalk.system_!o.permit eqsy transferability between the transit and pedestrían
modes. See Kent A. Robertson, "Pedestrian Skywalks in Calgary, Canada: A iomparison
with US downtown systems", Cities , p.212.
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both the Minneapolis and St. Paul skywalk systems are public spaces (arcades, atriums) in

various buildings. These spaces attract people to the system and should be considered an

essential element of the walkway plan. They provide a place of identity, a place to meet,

and an opportunity for shows and other events to attract people into the system. In

addition, public amenities along the pedestrian system must be considered, such as

benches, lighting, planters, and the like.

2.2.3 Safety & Security

An urban setting that provides a sense of safety and security for its users serves to

heighten the pleasantness of that place. As Jan Gehl has stated in his examination of human

activities in urban places, "the pleasantness of a place is partly contingent on protection

from danger and physical harm, primarily protection from insecurity due to fear of

criminaliry and vehicular trafñc." 12

The ever-present fear of vehicular traffic is one of the most pressing problems in

today's raffic-dominated cities. In terms of safety, watt*ay systems are beneficial to the

pedestrian as they provide an opporfuniry for pedestrian crossings to be made in an auto

free area. This lowers the accident risk , which translates into increased safety. At the

psychological level, it can be shown that the decrease in stress, brought about by the

removal of the pedestrian vehicular conflict, encourages people to be more relaxed, which

can result in an improvement in the quality of life.l3

The extent to which the public will use walkways is greatly dependent on how safe and

secure people feel. This sense of security is usually based more on perceived safety than

on documented crime statistics. Keeping this in mind, a recently conducted survey of

12 Jan Gehl, Ufe Between Buitdings, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 19g7, p.
173.

13 Harris N. Forusz, "The Cincinnati Skywalk, Cincinnati, Ohio: A Case Study from the
viewpoint of Users and Public Authorities', in Contacf , vol. 1s, no. zg, 1991, p.34g.
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walkway users in five American cities showed that the majority of reqpondents said that

they felt safer on the walkway than on the sidewalk.la These findings do not mean to

imply, however, that security-related problems, both real and perceived, do not exist. The

most cornmon incidents in Minneapolis are shoplifting, purse snatching, and package theft,

while in Cincinnati and St. Paul, the main problem centers on groups of teenagers who

reportedly harass women and senior citizens.

Incidents of personal assault - although not frequent - and acts of vandalism tend to

occur on the outer, less frequented walkway segments. Some of the respondents of the

American survey felt less secure on walkways, particularly during off-hours (early

morning, late evening) and on underfrequented outer linkages, because of the sense of

being closed in, where no one could hear pleas for help, and where possible escape routes

are limited. One can feel a greater sense of isolation and vulnerability on certain walkway

corridors than on the street.

These problems can be related to the studies of Jane Jacobs, who examined the

relationship benveen activity level and degree of safety in public places.lS During the day,

public places (in this case walkways) are essentially self-policing through virrue of high

pedesrian volumes - people act as hatural surveillance'in public arcas. It is during the off-

hours of system usage and in less-used locations that crime and vandalism is most

problematic. Thus, it is important that adequate security not only be maintained throughout

the entire system, but special measures also be taken to ensure user protection at those

times and locations prone to increased crime levels.

14 Approximately 70 percent of the respondents felt safer on the walkway system. The
five cities surveyed include Des Moines, Cincinnati, St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth.
See Kent A. Robertson, "Pedestrian Skywalk Systems: Downtown's Great Hope or
Pathways to Ruin?" , Transportation Quarterly , p. 457-484.

15 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Random House lnc., New
York, 1961, p. 3l-32.
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2.2,4 Social Issues

Perhaps the most significant social benefit of the walkway sysrem is the increased social

connection fostered by bridging. V/alkways can provide new social opportunities as

the systems are able to penetrate the private realm and encourage the lowering of traditional

territorial barriers. An example of this is its influence on the lives of downtown residents,

and in particular senior citizens. In Calgary, for example, several senior citizen housing

buildings are now linked through the walkway system to museums, cultural centers, hotels

and government offices. In their daily outings the residents come into direct and close

contact with a unique montage of social opportunities.

On the downside, however, much of the planning literature tends to focus on the

concern that interior walkway systems cause social stratification. The location of

entrances, together with the fact that the majority of structu¡es linked by these systems arc

luxury hotels, up-market stores, office buildings and expensive condominiums, prompts

critics to charge that walkways are elitist. The tendency in many cities is for walkways to

separate people according to economic class, in pan by sending signals to people with low

and moderate incomes and perhaps to some minorities that they are less than welcome.

Simple observation of people on the system often reveals a striking difference betrveen the

typical walkway user and the street level pedestrian. This suggests the beginnings of a dual

level downtown society in which people are physically sepamted by class.

The privatization of space is yet another social issue. The perception of pedestrian

enclosed space included within shopping malls and now walkway systems is that they are

public. However, these are not truly public spaces since they are privately owned and the

public is allowed to use them only at certain times and under certain conditions - public

access to these spaces must be negotiated through contractual agreements with the

individual building owners. Quite often, space is either semi-public or private. It is in this

combination of public and private qualities that opportunities, as well as confusion, now

abound.
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2.2.5 System Usage

Basically, walkways offer a choice of either using the sidewalks, or following the

walkway network in climate-controlled comfort. It is largely because of this option that

downtown pedestrian movement has been affected in the ma.nner it has - walkways can

cause major changes in where and how people shop, eat, entertain, and conduct business.

Pedestrians can now cover greater walking distances in less time because of the

increased accessibility provided by the walkway system. This in effect encourages people

to use more of the downtown. For example, before walkways, inclement weather often

makes lunch hour a choice betrpeen eating at one's desk or at a convenient cafeteria- Wittr a

walkway system, workers now have the option of travelling in comfort to many more of

the eating establisments in their vicinity. V/alkways can also stimulate an increased usage of

the downtown during non-business hours utilizing facilities such as restaurants,

entertainment and cultural centers.

One important usage issue concems the extent to which people use walkways based on

varying *"uih"t conditions. Pedestrian counts conducted in the mid-1970s in Minneapolis

and St. Paul found that skywalk flows exceed at-grade pedestrian flows about nine months

out of the year in those blocks where skywalks were provided as an alternative.l6 Other

studies have also shown that walkways arc just as or more popular than sidewalks year-

round.l7 One possible explanation to this is people become so accustom€d to the

perceived safety, comfort, and convenience offered by walkways that they use them

regardless of the weather. Also, chosen walking routes benveen work and one's favorite

16 Richard c. Podolske and c. Todd Heglund, "skyways in Minneapolis/st. paul:
Prototypes for the Nation?", urban Land , vol. BS, no. 8, september 1976, p. 6.

17 ln a survey of walkway users conducted in the cities of St. Paul, Minneapolis, Des
Moines, and Cincinnati, between 72-87 percent of the respondents said they would
choose to use walkways over sidewalks even on a warm, sunny day of g0 degrees
Fahrenheit. The city of Duluth was also surveyed, but only 31% favored walkways over
sidewalks. See Kent A. Robertson, 'Pedestrian Skywalk Systems ,, Transportation
Quarterly, p.462.
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store, restaurant, or parking spot become habitual just as the route one selects to drive to

work each morning seldom varies: for many regular walkway users, habit is a stronger

force than weather conditions.

Another consideration is the hourly trip distribution of welkway usage. Most studies

repolt heaviest usage on weekdays during the three hour period between 11:00 AM and

2:00 PM. Other peak periods of usage, although significantly smaller than mid-day

volumes, occurs during the morning hour and after hour work rushs (7:30-8:30 AM and

4:30-5:30 PM respectively). No infonnation could be found for weekday usage benveen

the hours of 6:@ PM and 7:00 AM or for weekends.

2.3 Summary

Quite often interior pedestrian walkway systems start off with a few separate

connections linking various interrelated structures in the downtown. These linls, in the

form of skywalks or tunnels, usually prove to be popular among building owners (those

connected) and pedestrians alike, eventually leading to the further expansion and

development into a system of pedestrian linkages.

Whether initiated by public or private interests, i¡ i5 important to take into consideration

seven basic goals of walkway system development, including coherence, continuity,

imageability, attracúveness, comfort, safety, and security. It is difficult to place a value on

the significance of each goal as a lot depends on the context of the situation. For

example, a northern community might use weather protection and climate conml as a

justification for walkway development, and thus pedestrian comfort becomes a primary

objective in planning of the system. Another city may view walk\yays as a means for

unifying the core area, whereby system coherence and continuity become essential. The

rationale for walkway system development, therefore, varies from city to city with climate

and economics often proving to be the main reasons forimplementation.
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No matter what raúonale is adopted, ultimately walkway systems are viewed as a means

for improving the downtown pedestrian environment. If walkways are introduced for the

sake of pedestrians, one might wonder what effect these sysæms have on users and on use

of downtown space. The subsequent user-related issues associated with walkway system

development includes problems and benefrts that a¡e social, behavioral, and operational in

nature. These issues are often categorized according to specific user concerns under the

headings of access and orientation, comfort and convenience, safety and security, social

issues, and system usage.

Up to this point, most of the discussion has consisted of mere generalizations and

"state-of-the-art" descriptions of walkway planning across North America. Various

examples have been used to illustrate some of the benefits and concerns of interior

walkway development in our downtowns. Although we can learn many things from the

experiences in other cities, it is important to realize that each system is unique in terms of

the social, cultural, economic and climatic make-up of the surrounding environmenl

This practicum is henceforth devoted to the examination of Winnipeg's downtown

pedestrian walkway systent. The walkway system is examined from a user's perspective as

the pedestrian-related issues and concerns raised thus far act as guides in the development

of a questionnaire. The questionnai¡e is used as a means to solicit people's opinions,

attitudes and uasage habits so that an analysis of the walkway system can be carried out.

This next section will now explore the background of the V/innipeg system, the

development of the questionnaire, and the methods utilized in the survey of walkway users.
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Chapter 3

The recently:.col.nple.teq, 1.2 mile (walkw-ay) 
-system is a tremendous first step

in making Winnipeg's downtown a more üïabie and inviting place to live anã
work, considering the extremes in climate we face.l

- Mayor Bill Nonie

During the 1950s and 1960s, the traditional ¡sle of the downtown as the centre for retail

and commercial activity had been challenged by the movement of people to the suburbs and

the subsequent formation of nodes of commercial activity in these peripheral a¡eas. In

response, Winnipeg City Council adopted a series of programs in the mid-seventies to

strengthen the importance of the downtown as the focal point for it's citizens. One

important component in the rejuvenation strategy was the establishment of a weather-

protected pedestrian system. The walkway system was included in the council strategy as

an essential amenity to aid revitalization efforts and, because of climate extremes in

winnipeg, could allow the cBD to compete with suburban shopping cenrres.

Over the last fifteen years, walkway development in downtown Winnipeg has evolved

from a few utilitarian links to an extensive system of overhead and underground

connections. The weather-protected system offers pedestrians an alternative to

downtown movement as employees, residents and shoppers can now travel through the

walkway-connected areas of downtown in climate-controlled comfort. Trad.itionally,

pedestrians never had this choice as movement was essentially limited to the street. The

walkway gives people the opportunity for indoor travel at grades above or below street

level.

t "city Expands walkway system", Downtowner (winnipeg), 7 December l9gg, p. 1.
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In V/innipeg, the pedestrian now has the option of internal or extemal movement in the

downtown. For those who choose to travel internally along the weather-protected and

grade-separated walkway system, certainly a change can be expected in people's perception

(and use) of the downtown pedestrian environment.2 User-related issues concerning

questions of satisfaction, convenience, access, security, etc. need to be addressed to

determine the effectiveness of the walkway system as a strategy for facilitating pedestrian

movement and livability. Since ,¡s u/alkway is a relatively recent addition to the

downtown, no attempt has yet been undertaken to evaluate the system and, because a

significant portion of the CBD is no\ry connected to the walkway, a progrcss report on the

efficiency of the system is in order. Therefore, an examination of the Winnipeg walkway

system is proposed to assess the various attributes of the existing system based on user

perception.

This chapter begins with a look at the evolution of V/innipeg's Downtown Walkway

System up to the point of what presently exists. Next, the types of walkway users ate

examined in an attempt to determine the potential target groups for the survey of the

Winnipeg system. Finally, an explanation is provided of the merhods and techniques

utiÏzed in the development of the questionnaire and the survey of walkway system users.

3.1 Walkwaly System Evolution

Like many other downtown walkway systems, the concept of a 'system' was not

initially an uppermost concern in Winnipeg. Early walkway construction, usually initiated

by private interests, followed no real overall long range plan for system development as the

idea was simply to connect strucnres that had some interrelated function. For example, the

2 lt ¡s not presumptuous to make this statement as we know this to be true from the
literature and studies done in other cities. However, like all other cities Winnipeg's
situation is unique as.context plays a crucial role when examining various walktiray
systems in different cities. A study done on the St. Paul system, for example, mighi raise
concerns that may or may not be applicable in Winnipeg's case. Thus, the-remaiñderof
this practicum focuses on lhe winnipeg system, borrowing in part what has been
learned in other cities.
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first sþwalk built in downtown V/innipeg (1957) linked Earon's Department Store to the

Faton's parkade, a connection that surely benifitted store patrons and employees who

frequented the downtown by automobile.

Over the next twenty odd years a few more walkway links were constructed in the core

area, and in 1976 an agreement was reached to build an underground concourse at the

intersection of Portage and Main. During this same twenry year time period, dorüntottrn

merchants and retailers came under hard times as the development of five regional shopping

centres shifted the traditional retail focus away from the CBD to the outlying suburbs.In an

effort to spur a renewed interest in the downtown, city council in October of 1977

approved the establishment of a weather-protected walkway system and provided an overall

plan to guide fufure pedway development.3 The system was just one of a series of

progrâms adopted by council to reinforce the importance of the downtown as a focal point

for Winnipeggers. The walkway system was included in the council stategy as an essential

amenity to encourage downtown revitalization and, because of climate extremes in

WinnipegJ could allow the downtown to çsmpeto with peripheral shopping cenrres.

To ensure that the walkway met these ends, system continuity was stressed as an

important objective. Since the walkway was created primarily to provide a unifying factor

linking together major downtown pedestrian routes and activity nodes (especially the retail

focus), it was determined that a continuous system could be achieved by designating a

mandatory right-of-way (R.O.W.) for the walkway sysrem.s As part of this original

agreement tn 1977, the City agreed to cost-share the constn¡ction of pedestrian links as an

3 For the history of walkway policy and development in Winnipeg, refer to Appendix "C'.

4 The weather-protected system is particularly useful ín a city like Winnipeg as winter
temperatures often remain below -30 C for extended periods. Temperatures can reach
lows of -40 C in winter and highs of +40 C in summer. Statistics from Environment
Canada

5 Refer to the map of downtown Winnipeg in Appendíx 'D' for rhe recommended R.O.W.
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incentive to focus new development along a 'spine' of growth so that each new building

may add directly to the system.6In addition, the walkway progra:nme also emphasized the

need to improve the downtown pedestrian environment as pedestrian comfort and

convenience were regarded as essential goals of system development.

IVith the adoption of Pbn Wínnípeg in 1980 as a guide for furure development in

Winnipeg, the City re-affirmed it's commitment to the walkway system. The legislation

recommended that the walkway continue to be developed and zupported as a strategy to

facilitate pedestrian movemenl

Following approval of the designated system, walkway development has been

concentrated in the above-grade or skywalk portion of the system south and west of the

Portage and Main concourse; most of this skywalk construction occured during the latter

half of the 1980s. In 1987, the opening of the Portage Place shopping complex allowed

two key retail nodes, Eaton's and The Bay, to become linked together along the walkway

system. Finally, with the opening of the second level connection through the Post Office

in 1988, the walkway reached an important point in system development as pedestrians

were now able to travel a continuous route from The Bay to the Westin Hotel.

3.2 The Walkway System Today

The 1990 version of V/innipeg's Downtown Walkway System, seen in Figure 2,

consists of 27 walkway links (skywalks and tunnels) extending for I.2 miles through the

CBD. This network of linkages provides residents, employees, shoppers and visitors with

year-round climate-controlled access to over 8 million square feet of retail and office space,

financial and entertainment facilities, hotels, restaurants, the library, post office, apartnent

complexes and more than 6,000 off-street parking spaces.T As evident by it's size and the

9 Ï.. City cost-shares one-third of the cost of bridge or tunnel construction (within
the right-of-way) and the other two-thirds ís borne óqually by adjoining buitdìng
owners. The City also shares annualoperating and maintenance bsté on thi same basis.

7 Refer to the Downtown Pedestrian walkway Facts sheet in Appendix 'E,.
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diversity of the buildings it connects, the walkway system has tnrly evolved into a

unifying factor of downtown space - particularily the retail and commercial components.

Many of the major activity nodes are now linked to the walkway, and not surprisingly,

almost all new projects in the downtown are adjacent to the pedestrian systeûr

If the walkway is to facilitate clear and easy pedestrian movement between these

numerous activity nodes, it is essentiat that the system be properly maintained and operated

in a way as to provide some degree of comfort, convenience and security for it's users. As

in all walkway systems, ownership and management are important aspects of this process.

Winnipeg's system is jointly owned and operated by both the public and private sectors.

Under the current cost-sharing arrangement, the City pays for one-thi¡d of the annual

operating and maintenance costs for those connections made on the designated. R.O.V/. In

exchange for this cost-sharing, the City enters into an agreement with the building owners

to cover financial arrangements as well as hours of operation and the establishment of an

easement for public access through the buildings. Although the hours of operation vary

because of different ownership along the system, most con¡ections are generally open

between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.8 Individual building owners are responsible for

maintenance of the walkway components that pass through their properties, includ.ing

connecting walkways and interior corridors. In addition, each building must also provide

security for the walkway, usually in the form of television su¡veillance and,/or security

personnel.

Since the City enters into individual agreements with the different owners, it is often

difficult to maintain a degree of uniforrnity to these operational aspects.g The impact this

has on users of the walkway a¡e examined in Chapter 4.

8 Refer to Appendix "E" for the days and hours individual pedesÌrian connections are
open to the public.

n po.t walkways both on and off the designated R.O.W., the City does require minimum
standards to be maintained. Connected buildings must conform to certain'levets of
security, maintenance, accessibility (i.e., hours), and design.
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3.3 Users of the Walkwa:y System

Winnipeg's Downtown Walkway System basically seryes the interests of th¡ee different

groups: the private sector, public sector, and general public. Private sector involvement

principally includes those properties located along the system which have some commercial

or retail function. The people who fall into this category - merchants, propeffy and store

owners - usually have a financial stake in the walkway. The second group of people,

the public sector, are those government representatives in charge of operating and

managing the walkway system and the public buildings connecred to it" such as the library

and post office. The public sector generally has linle or no commercial interest in the

walkway.

The final group are simply those people who use the walkway, for any number of

reasons, as a means for travelling around the downtown. They a¡e the general public, and it

is the perceptions of this particular gloup that the practicnm seeks to examine in evaluating

V/innipeg's walkway system. In an effort to examine the perceptions of "the general

public as walkway user", it is important to realize that a distinction can be made

between the different types of walkway user. There are essentially three types of walkway

system user: (1) downtown employees,
(2) downtown residents, and
(3) shoppers.

3.3.1 Downtown Employees

The City of V/innipeg's planning depar:tment estimates that the number of people

working in the downtown has grown considerably from 60,040 in 1976 to 68,438 in

1986. While it is understood that the CBD is geographically large in area, and the walkway

system links but a small portion of the downtown, 18,73I people currently work within

buildings connected to the system.lO And this nnmber is expected to rise signifîcantly

10 For a breakdown of buílding types by number of employees, refer to the Downtown
Pedestrian Walkway Facts sheet in Appendix'E".
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within the next few years as new links are made to buildings already in place, under

construction or still on the drawing boa¡d.

What these figures show is that there is the potential for a large number of employee

users of the walkway system primarity during the typical "9 to s'weekday period.

Thus, because of their large numbers, the perceptions of the downtown employee must be

taken into consideration as one of the user groups to be included in this study.

3.3.2 Downtown Residents

Another walkway user group this practicum looks at are downtown residents. Estimates

from the planning deparnnent show a relatively stable downto\ryn population as numbers

have increased slightly from 11,115 to 11,593 between 1976 and 1986 wirh this trend

expected to continue. Since 1980, three apartment complexes (two of which a¡e for

seniors) have been constructed in and around the walkway system - all three are now

connected to the system by skywalk. This has added over 600 new dwelling units to the

downtown giving some 900 residents direct access to the walkway. It is important to note

that 39 percent of downtown residents are 55 and over, so it is essential that not only the

downtown resident be represented in the study but the senior population as well.

3.3.3 Shoppers

The third and fi¡al user group can be categorized under the heading 'shoppers'. As

alluded to earlier, one of the primary reasons the Winnipeg system was developed was to

provide a pleasant shopping environment comparable to the conditions of the suburban

shopping mall in an effort to atract people (especially shoppers) to the downtown. In

addition, the majority of the establishments along the walkway sysrem directly accessible to

the general public are either retail or commercial in function. Thus, the people using the

walkway for shopping-related purposes must also be considered as another user group

when examining the Winnþg system.ll

11 lncluded in this group are walkway trips made for shopping, banking, €ating,
entertaínmenl, and appoinment purposes.
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3.4 Methodology for the Survey Process

The nature and relatively small amount of walkway-related research, together with the

rapid and sometimes haphazard rate in which these systenrs ¿ìre being constructed, leads to

a basic assumption that underscores walkway development. The assumption is that cities

are adopting the walkway system as a cure for solving downtown mobility and

development problems without fully assessing their positive and negative attributes and,

more importantly, evaluating their impact on the downtown pedestrian environment. The

intent of this case study, therefore, is to provide an interim evaluation of Winnipeg's

walkway system by assessing various user-related attributes of the existing system.

To achieve the research objectives presented above, it was decided that a survey of

walkway system users would provide the basic information needed to carry out an

assessment of the walkway system. The survey was designed to ascertain people's usage

patterns and perceptions concerning a wide spectrum of walkway features and possible

user-related issues. Since the results of this survey form the main infomration source of the

walkway study, it was necessary to devise a strategy to ensure enough relevant data could

be gathered to make this study a worthwhile endeavour. There a¡e essentially two steps to

this methodology, the f,irst being the formulation of a user questionnaire and, secondly, the

survey of users.

3.4.1 Step 1: Development of Questionnaire

The development of the questionnaire involved several preliminary measures to gain a

feel for the walkway system and its users.l2 The initial phase enrailed spending time on

the system to observe personally the various characteristics of the walkway, with

particular focus on aspects of design, signage, obstacles, activities, and usage. This phase

included interviews with public officials involved in walkway planning to discuss the

observations and to gather additional insight and factual information. The next measure

12 Refer to Appendix'F for a copy of the questionnaire used in the survey.
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taken involved interviews with security and maintenance staff and managers/operators of

buildings located along the walkway systerl. The purpose of speaking to these people was

to get their perceptions of the walkway system and of the walkway user so that a better

understanding could be gained into what user-related issues needed to be addressed when

structudng the questionnaire.13 In addition to these observations and interviews, the user-

related issues raised in chapter 2 were used as a guideline in the development of the

questionnaire.la Questionnaires and studies done in other cities were also consulted to aid.

in the formulation of some of the survey questions.

Finally, a series of questions were formulated addressing a wide array of user-related

issues and concerns, the answers to which would provide the information needed to

exami¡s and evaluate the V/innipeg walkway on the basis of:

(1) access and orientation,

(2) comfort and convenience,

(3) safety and security, and

(4) system usage.

The types of questions incorporated into the questionnaire were choosen not only to

address the above issues, but also to ensure that the results would reflect the concerns of

the three walkway user groups, specifrcally shoppers, downtown residents, and downtown

employees. After the questionnaire was developed, it was then tested in order to determine

whether or not difficulties were encountered regarding the comprehension of the various

questions. A few minor problems ¿ìrose and subsequent changes were then made.

13 The main user-related issues raised in these conversarions included the followíng
concerns: poor handicapped access in some locations; lack of a system-wide signage
program; lack of uniform hours of operation along the system; añd, the need lor more
visible security during certain hours. Refer to the bibliography tor a list of the people
interviewed in this study.

14 The user-related issues of walkway system development raised in sectíon 2.2 were
primarily based on studies and surveys done in othei cities. This literature, especialy
the user surveys, was consulted for both the development of the questionnaire and the 

-

survey of users.
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3.4.2 Step 2: The Survey of Users

Once the questionnaire had been developed and tested, the final step of the suwey

process involved surveying the walkway system users. This process was conducted in two

parts, the first phase consisting of a 'shopper-intercept study'in which walkway users

were interviewed at various times and locations along the sysæm. V/alkway users were

interviewed benreen February 17-24,1990, in the following locations:

TABLE I:
lnterviev/ Locations

To facilitate the survey process, and thus allow the intervie\¡/er to conduct a reasonable

number of surveys (10-15) within the specified time period, the locations and times

selected reflect the circumstances under which walkway usage is heaviest. In addition, it

was recognized that the majority of weekday users are downtown employees, while

weekend users are predominantly shoppers. To ensure a reasonable cross-section of

walkrvay users, people were interviewed on both the weekdays and weekend.

Since available resources and rrme restrictions limited the number of interviews in the

shopper-intercept phase, a second data collection phase was included to help increase the

sample size of the survey. The second phase of the survey process involved the

SATURDAV WEDNESDA THURSDAV FRIDAV SATURDAY

Portrge Pl¿ce
to
Newport Centre

ll:454M
lo

1 :45 PM

Building

P¡rk¿de

Portege Pl¿ce
to
ïhe B¿U

PorteEe Pl¿ce
to
ïhe Bag

E ¡t on's
to
Newport Ce

Eaton Plece
to
Librarg

Totel weekdag lnterviews = I l3 Totel weekend lnterviêws = E0
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distribution of questionnaires to employees and residents of buildings connected to the

walkway system. With the cooperation of the building managers, this was made possible

as they accepted responsibility for circulating the questionnaire rhroughout their respective

buildings.l5 The buildings surveyed in this manner are as follows:

OffÏce Buildings: One Canada Centre
ICG Building
400 St. Mary
Commodity Exchange Tower
Eaton Place
Post Office

Total Questionnai¡es Distributed = 2050
Total Questionnaires Returned = 453
Response Rate = 22Vo

The interviews from the shopper-intercept study (193), along with the responses

obtained from building surveys (453), form the main data base ro be used in the

examination of the walkway system in chapter 4. The potential limitations to this survey

include its exclusive focus on walkway users, the absence of survey results for seasons

other than winter, and the lack of responses from evening hour users.

3.5 Summarv

Responding to economic pressures resulting from the formation of nodes of

commercial activity in outlying suburban areas, IVinnipeg City Counctlin L977 adopted a

series of programs to strengthen the importance of the downtown as the centre for retail and

commercial activities. One such program included the establishment of a weather-protected

walkway system as an amenity to encourage revitelization and thus allow the downtown to

compete with peripheral shopping centres.

The walkway evolved incrementally from a few utilitarian links into a continuous

system of inter-connected sþwalks and tunnels. In it's present form, the walkway system

1s The method of circulation was left up to the individual building managers to decide.
Questionnaires were generally distributed through a newsletter ór Oeposited in mail
slols. The questionnaires were dropped off to the managers during the last week in
February and picked up approximately one month later.

Apartments: Place Promenade
Kiwanis Chateau
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provides the pedestrian with an opportt¡nity for movement in a climate-controlled and

traffic-free environment along a continuous route from the Westin Hotel to The Bay. As the

walkway has grown in size, so too has it's importance as a means for downtown

pedestrian movement. A number of different user $oups - employees, residents, shoppers

- have come to rely on the walkway system as an alternative to street level movement. In

addition, pedestrian volumes on the walkway are often much greater than those along

streets adjacent to the system, seemingly indicating the walkway's popularity during certain

times of the year.

However, sheer numbers alone cannot attest to the success of a walkway system.

Whether or not the system fulfills the varying needs of it's users determines, to a certain

extent, the value of the walkway for improving the downtown pedestrian environment -

this includes such user-related aspects as comfort, convenience, safety, security, etc.

Although it is impossible to measure the exact degree of effectiveness the walkway has at

satisfying each of these user needs, if the right questions are asked people's

perceptions cån'be used as an indication of some of the positive and negative attributes

of the walkway system. The remainder of this practicrìm proposes to undertake this task.

To obtain the necessary information (i.e., user perceptions) required to carry out this

analysis, a questionnaire was first developed addressing a wide mnge of user-related issues

and concerns. A survey of walkway users was then conducted as people's attitudes and

opinions were solicited using the following methods: personal interviews with people on

the walkway; and, the distribution of questionnaires to employees and residents of

buildings connected to the system.

The information gathered from this survey is used in chapter 4 in the analysis of the

Winnipeg walkway system. Using the suwey data, the walkway is assessed according to a

number of pre-determined user-related issues (as determined when developing the

questionnaire). The analysis stage of this case study now follows.
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Chapter 4

THE SURVEY OF WALKWAY USERS . FINDINGS & ANALYSIS

kt this chapter the information and data obtained from the survey of walkway users - via

the techniques outlined in chapter 3 - is summanzed, and a question-by-question analysis

of the results is carried out. The data base used in this analysis not only includes the

findings from the walkway survey (i.e., user perceptions), but other sources of

information are interwoven to give a more in-depth account of the issues and aspects

associated with usage. These include:

* key informant interviews - public officials, building managers,
security personnel

* relevant literature, and

* personal observations.

These findings and analyses form the basis upon which a final analysis of the walkway

system can be made in chapter 5 as the system is evaluated according to what has been

learned from this chapter on user perceptions. It should be realized that the findings

presented here reflect the views of only a small fraction of the total daily walkway users

and that the analysis represents at best a generalized account of people's perceptions - 646

people were interviewed out of a possible 20,000 (estimated) daily users.
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4.1 Survey Respondents

TRIP PURPOSE

In order to determine some basic differences benveen weekday and weekend walkway

usage, respondents of the shopper-intercept study were asked to identify their primary

purpose for coming downtown.l A large percentage of the people (78Vo) interviewed

during weekdays indicated their reason for being downtown was work (see Table 2).

This finding was expected since most of the walkway system links office uses. A smaller

percentage of users came downtown for other pu{poses (12Vo) - such as business

appointments, library or university - while only 97o were downtown specifically to shop.

Of those interviews conducted on the weekend, the majority of the respondents said

they were downtown to shop (78Vo) while only 6Vo were workers - this result is almost the

exact opposite to what was found on weekdays. Although significantly smaller, l07o of the

weekend users came downtown for eating and entertainment purposes, compared to just

lVo for all weekday respondents. Again, this is not surprising since most offices shut down

for the weekend and one can expect to fînd a greater proportion of people downtown for

non-working purposes, such as to eat, shop, or for entertainment.

TABLE 2: Shopper-Intercepr Study Results

QUESTION 1: What was your reason for coming downtown today?

Trip Purpose
work
shop

Weekdav Weekend
88.........78Vo 5.........6Vo
10..........9Vo 62........78Vo

eat
entertainment
other (apt., Iibrary, school)

2..........17o
0.........Ùvo

13.........127o

3.-...... 47o
5........ 67o
5........ 67o

-------lu-¡-to-tãE-t-i3'

total respondents from shopper-intercept snrdy = llJ
80

1 This.is the only question where the results from the building surveys (453
respondents) were not tabulated with those from the shopper-iñtercepi study. Since it
was already pre-determined that the respondents from the building surveys would
either be downtown employees or residents, there was no need to iñdude these results as
their reason for being downtown is obvious.
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RESPONDENT CATEGORIES

After deterrrining the trip purposes of the 193 respondents from the shopper-intercept

study, these interviews were then combined with the 493 collected from the building

survey phase to form the data base used in this analysis. The 646 total respondents could

then be categonzed. according to one of the three user groups seen in Table 3. The reason

for making this distiction is that some of the questions on the survey apply specifically only

to one or two of the walkway user groups. However, in most cases the question takes into

consideration all respondents as a whole and thus no breakdown is required when

analyzing the suwey data.

TABLE 3: Respondent Categories
User Group__ ____Frequency
(1) Downtown Employees 444
(2) Downtown Residents
(3) Shoppers

--------rõTÃa-=-o?ö

Respondents categorized as downtown employees comprize the largest user group as

approximately 70Vo of the people surveyed work in the downtown while the remaining two

groups, downtown residents and shoppers, each account for 157o. This high ratio of

employees to residents/shoppers was expected for two reasons: (1) the downtown employs

a large number of people, particularly during the typical "9 to 5" weekday period when

many of the interviews were conducted; and, (2) most of the buildings surveyed serve

some office function and thus are occupied primarily by ofñce wo¡kers. It is also important

to note that the majority of the downtown residents responding to the survey are seniors.2

CHARACTERISTICS of RESPONDENTS

Figure 3 gives an illustrative breakdown by age and sex of the survey respondents.

Although it is not the intention of these findings to provide a profile of the "tlpical"

walkway user, some basic cha¡acteristics of the survey respondents can be highlighted.

2 This is due to the fact that one of the two apartment complexes surveyed, Kiwanis
Chateau, is for seniors only.

102 (95 seniors)
100
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The fust point that can be made is that 60Vo of the respondenrs are female. Secondly, 60Zo

of those people surveyed fall into the 25-54 age category, while 22Vo are seniors and l87o

are under the age of twenty-five.

25-54

Age of Respondentg

4.2 Transportation Considerations

Although no specific questions about the walkway system were asked in this section,

information obtained from this inquiry allows us to make a few basic assumptions

concerning downtown trips and parking habits of walkway users and how this might

possibly relate to walkway usage. Since the questions contained in this section are not

applicable to downtown residents, only the responses from employees and shoppers

are analyzed.

MODE of TRANSPORTATION

In order to determine the modal split of trips made to the CBD, respondents were asked

how they got downtown. As seen in Table 4, 537o of the people came downtown by car,

while 42Vo tookthe bus and57o walked. This shows that although more people rely on the

automobile than transit, both modes of transportation are important to the walkway user.

s
aD

EoE
Ê
8.æ
añ
(D
E

Flgure 3 : Characterlstlcs of Respondents
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Therefore, the walkway system should be responsive to the needs of both the transit rider

and the motorist by providing the necessary linkages to nansit and parking facilities.

TABLE 4: Mode of Transportation to Downtown

QI-IESTION 2: How did you ger downrown today?

Mode_Frequency_percen t
285 53
229 42

544 1007o

PARKING PREFERENCES

Having established that the automobile is the most frequently used mode of

transportation for downtown trips, respondents were asked to identify their downtown

parking preferences. The majority of people (6OVo) said they favored parkades, while only

18Vo ptefenú' off-street parking lots, gVo for street meters and,I37o had no preference (see

Table 5). This clearly indicates a strong preference for parkade parking among the survey

respondents, and is probably due largely to the fact that parkades offer automobile

commuters protection from the elements and increased accessibility through dfuect linkage

to various points along the walkway systenl As seen in Appendix "E", over 6,000

enclosed parking spaces are directly accessible from the walkway system.

30

car
bus
walk

TABLE 5: Downrown Pa¡king preferences

QUESTION 3: When-y^ou drive downtown, where do you
normally prefer to park?

Parking Location
parkade
off-street parking lot
meter on the street
no preference

Frequency Percent
241 60
73 18
349
51 13

399 lÙWo
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LocATIoN of PARKING SPACE WITH RESPECT ro DESTTNATION

As a follow up to the previous questions, motorists were asked to indicate how far (in

telms of city blocks) their parking space is located from their destination. Not surprisingly,

the results in Table 6 show that people tend to park as close as possible to their

destination. Eighty percent of the respondents park within one block of their destination,

while the remaining 20Vo park between t,wo to six blocks away. Since such a large

percentage of the people (807o) park at locations very near to their destinations, it is

reasonable to assume that many of the respondents may find it unnecessary to use the

walkway system to travel bet'ween their parking space and destination, as other routes may

be more direct and convenient.

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that 467o of the people park within the same

building as their destination. Again, to reiterate the points made earlier in Question 3, this

indicates that parkades are popular among motorists, especially since they often provide

greater levels of accessibility and convenience.

TABLE 6: Distance Between Parking Space & Destination
QUESTION 4: If you came downtown by car, how far is your
parking space from your place of employment/destinationi

Distance _Frequencyparkinsam@ 13i
1 block or less 98
2 blocks
3 - 6 blocks

-----Z8-s------aÛf%.-

LOCATION of BUS STOP WITH RESPECT ro DESTINATTON

Transit commuters were asked a similar question to the one posed to motorists in the

previous section - to identify the distance between their bus stop and destination. A

significant portion of the people (69Vo) are able to ger off their bus within one block of rheir

destination, while 23Vo arc only two blocks away and 87o must travel a distance of between

3-6 blocks (see Table 7). Again, since many of the respondent's bus stops are relatively

Percent
46
34
11
9

32
24
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close to their destinations, one can assume that the street presents a more direct and

convenient route along which to travel to work, shop, etc., as opposed to using the

walkway system. This point is examined further in the next section.

TABLE 7: Distance Between Bus Stop & Destination
QUESION 5: If you came downtown by bus, how far is your
bus stop from yourplace of employmenldestination?

Distance Frequencv percent
bus stops at sarnã-ñl.di-n-g---- zo g
1 block or less
2 blocks
3 - 6 blocks

138
53

60
23

4.3 Walkway Usage by Downtown Emolovees

Questions six and ten were included in the survey so as to determine a few basic usage

habits of downtown employees who work in buildings connected to the walkway

system. In order to establish these walkway usage patterns, employees were asked to

provide information concerning trips made to and from work and during lunchtime.

WALKWAY USAGE by EMPLOYEES on WAy ro WORK

Question six of the survey asked employees if they use the walkway to get from thei¡

pa*ing spot or bus stop to their place of employment - these results would be interesting to

have since all of the employee respondents work in buildings connected to the walkway

system. As the frndings below indicate, orúy 35Vo use the walkway as a means of travelling

between their bus stop/car and place of work, while most respondents (657o) do not use the

system for such trips.

QUESTION 6: If you work in the downtown,.do you use the walkway sysrem to get from
your bus stop/car to yourplace of employment?

YES = 146............35Vo
No = U!_.........6-5&-420 l00%o
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To get an indication as to why people replied no to this question, respondents were

asked to give their reason(s) for not using the walkway.3 The main ¡e¿56n given was that

there is no need to use the system since work is only a short dista¡ce away from their bus

stop or parking space - hence, people feel that it is quicker and more direct to use the street.

In addition, some motorists also felt it unnecessary to use the walkway because they park

in the same building as work. These findings are supported by the results from Questions 4

and 5 (in the previous section) as it was found that the majoriry of respondents either park

or get off the bus very near to their place of work.

The second most popular answer given was that there is simpty no walkway connection

from the bus stop/parking spot to work Finally, a number of people said that the system is

inaccessible in the early morning since links through the deparment stores, which don't

open till 9:30 a.m., do not allow usage between one's bus stop/parking spot and work.

This last comment points out one of the operational problems encountered by walkway

users, whereby the lack of systemwide hours hampers access through various areas of the

system.

WALKWAY USAGE by EMPLOYEES DURING LTJNCHTIME

The first part of Question 10 asked employees if they use the walkway system during

lunchtime to get a¡ound the downtown. Of all the people responding to this question, only

4Vo said they never use the walkway at lunchtime, compared to 33Vo who use it

occasionally and 63Vo frequently (see below). These results clearly indicate that the

walkway is well-used by employees during the lunchtime hours, especially since such a

large percentage are regular users.

QUESTION 10(a) : At lunchtime, do you use the walkway sysrem ro ger around
the downtown? frequently = 276 .........'65Vo

occasionally = L47 .........33Vo
never = 16 4Vo

439 l00%o

3 For a listing of respondent's comments from the survey of walkway users, see
Appendix "G".
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Respondents were subsequently asked to list their reasons for using the walkway during

lunchtime. The most common activities for lunchtime users was eating and shopping, both

at727o, while 69Vo of the employees use the walkway to run errands and.TVo for other

purposes. Although there is no single dominant purpose for walkway usage ar

lunchtime, what these results show is that a lot of people have conre to rely on the walkway

for a variety of equally important reasons. Originally it was assumed that trips made for

eating pqposes would stand out as the primary response.

QUESTION lO(b): If you use rhe sysrem, for what reasons?

eat = 316 72Vo
shoP = 315 ..............- 72Vo

run errands = 301 ...............69Vo
(exercise, library, visit) other = 32 7 Vo

It has already been determined that most midday walkway trips are made by employees

to eat, shop, and run errands. Thus, one would expect that areas on the walkway system

with such facilities would serve as 'hubs' for much of the lunchhour pedestrian activity. As

Table I shows, based on the most frequently mentioned destination points for lunchtime

trips, respondents identified four activity hubs - Portage Place, The Bay, Winnipeg Square,

and Eaton PlaceÆaton's. All four locations offer a variety of shops and services, and

except for The Bay, provide a selection of eating establishments in designated 'food court'

areas.

When taking a closer look at the results in Table 8, a few basic usage patterns can be

identified. Not surprisingly, most walkway trips a¡e made to destinations closer to one's

origln than to those located fu¡ther away. Forexample, most trips originating from the IC\3

Building, 1 Canada Centre and 400 St. Mary's a¡e made to either Portage Place or The Bay

and cover a relatively short distance.4 However, very few trips extend beyond these poins

to Winnipeg Square as it is located a greater distance away ar the opposite end of the

system. Trips originating from winnipeg square tend to display this simila¡.pattern as most

4 Refer to Figure 2 in Sectíon 3.1 for the exact location of buildings on the walkway
system.
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respondents tavel only as far as Eaton Place or Eaton's. It can be assumed that d,istance

and time are the limiting factors for these walkway trips as employees usually have only a

one hou¡ lunchbreak. Since no data is available for employee lunchhour trips before the

walkway was opened, it is difficult to make comparisons and thus one can only presume

that the walkway does encourage people to make longer trips because of the increased

accessibility provided by the sysrem.

Finally, an analysis of the responses from employees of Eaton Place shows a relatively

equal distribution of trips made to the other three walkway hubs. This can be expected

since Eaton Place is situated at the centre of the walkway system - whereas the a¡eas

mentioned previously are generally located on the periphery of the system.

TABLE 8 : Employee Destinations During Lunchtime (Question 10(c))

Origil_ _____D_grtination _Frequency
Eaton Placã --Winnipeg SquF- ^ gL

Portage Place 55
The Bay 6LLibrary 7

Post Office

Winnipeg Square

400 St. Mary

ICG Building

1 Canada Centre

Eaton Pl.Æaton's
Winnipeg Square

Eaton Pl.Æaton's
The Bay

Portage Place
The Bay
Eaton Pl.Æaton's

Portage Place
The Bay
Eaton PlaceÆaton's

Portage Place 4
The Bav 3

15
14

39
10

31
22
11

L7
14
10

Portage Place 5

Winnioes Souare 3

The Bay
Eaton Pl.Æaton's

))
72

Winnioee Souare 3

Winnipeg Squa¡e 3
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4.4 DASH Usage

In order to determine the relationship between transit and the walkway system,

respondents were asked a few questions concerning their use of the free Downtown A¡ea

Shuttle Service (DASH) run by Winnpeg Transit. The Dash was introduced in 1975 to

improve transit service in the CBD and, like the walkway system, to provide a unifying

factor which links various areas of the downtown.s Though DASH was in place long

before the completion of the walkway, the two systems are seen as being complementary to

each other as together they are able to link a significant portion of the downtown - there is

some overlap along Graham Avenue.

The first part of Question 7 asks respondents if they use the DASH to ger around the

downtown. Although only 4Vo of the people surveyed are frequent DASH users, 38Vo do

use the service occasionally while 587o indtcated they never use DASH. Since it was the

intention of this question to simply identify DASH users in order to establish a sample size

(271) for the remaining related questions, it was felt there was no need to ask people to

comment on why they never use DASH. Nevertheless, based on some of the comments

which respondents gave voluntarily during the shopper-intercept study, it would appear

that people (the non-users) either found it more convenient to use the walkway system or

they were unaware of the route and times the service operated.

QUESTION 7(a): Do you use DASH to get around the downrown?
frequently = 24 ..............4Vo

occasionally = 247 ........... 387o
never =375 58Vo

&6 lMVo

To get an insight into the types of trip movements of DASH users, respondents were

asked to identify their usual downtown destination(s) when taking the DASH. The three

most frequently mentioned destinations - Winnipeg Square, The Bay, Eaton PlaceÆaton's -

s The DASH is oriented toward the daytime populatíon of the downtown and runs from
Monday to Friday between 11 a.m. and 3:15 p.m. Referto Appendix'H'forlhe downtown
Winnipeg DASH route map. This information was obtained from an interview conducted
with William B. Menzies, Superintendent of Transit Planning - City of Winnipeg, on
February 20, 1990.
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are all located on the walkway system (see Table 9). This is not too su¡prising as these

same points are also three of the areas identified in Question 10(c) as being hubs for much

of the walkway's lunchhour pedestrian activity. Since DASH operates prima¡ily during the

traditional lunchtime period on weekdays, it can be assumed that most of these trips are

made by employees either to eat, shop, or run errands. What this shows is DASH, like the

walkway, provides an attractive (and sometimes quicker) alternative for downtown

movement as people have the added options of using the walkway system or midday

DASH service to access various areas of the CBD.

Other destination points identified by DASH users were City HaIl, The Forks, and

Broadway Avenue. Although the walkway does not extend into these areas, DASH makes

it possible for trips to be made to these and other points in the downtown that are

inaccessible by walkway - in this respect DASH does complement the walkway system.

TABLE 9 : Destinations of DASH Users

QUESTION 7(b): If you use DASH, to whar buildings orpoints
of the downtown do you normally take the DASH?

Destination
Winnpeg Squar?-
The Bay

Frequency_--Percent

Eaton'sÆaton Place
City Hall
The Forks
Broadway Avenue

Since the walkway system in its'present forrn now parallels much of the DASH route,

one might expect that some of the trips traditionally made by DASH may have been lost to

the walkway. To test this assumption, DASH users were asked if they use the service as

much as they did in the past, before the walkway was opened- As the results from Question

7(c) show, 51Vo of the people still use DASH rhe same as always, while 487o said they

use the service less often. V/ith the recent opening of the walkway system from Portage

and Main to Memorial Blvd. (circa 1988), it is apparent that a significant portion of the

108
103
92
80
39
30

40
38
34
30
t4
11
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DASH ridership has indeed gone to the walkway - although it is not cerrain just exactly

how much.6 Respondents were not asked why they use DASH less, but the most likely

explanation is that people find the walkway more convenient and practical, especially in the

winter months.

QUESTION 7(c): Since the_opening of the walkway system, do you
use DASH.......?

more = 4 ...............t%o
less = 130 .............48Vo

gâme = 137 ............ SlVo
271 l00Vo

4.5 Walkway llsage llnder Various Circumstances

This section includes questions that address a number of walkway user habits which

occur under va¡ious circumstances. Walkway usage according to the time of day and under

varying temperature conditions a¡e both examine{ along with an analysis of the walkway's

ability to facilitate downtown pedestrian movemenl

WALKWAY USAGE ACCORDING to TIME of DAy

Question 8(a) asks respondents if they normally use the walkway sysrem when they are

downtown. While only 8Vo said they do not use the walkway, the majority (gZEa) of the

people surveyed are regular users. It is understood that since only people on the system

were interviewed for this study, the results may be somewhat biased. But, it is hard to

argue against the fact that such a large perecentage are frequent walkway users and hence,

is a strong indication of the walkway's popularity.

QUESION 8(a): Do you norma]ly use the walkway sysrem when you
are downtown?

YES = 587 ................92Vo
NO = _52 ...............8 Vo

639 1007o

6 over the past year (1989-1989), DASH ridership has dropped 11.s% and is the
lngle largest.y.early decrease since its inception in 1975. Refer to the Winnipeg Transit
System, Monthly DASH Reprt, Transit Planning Section, 1g90.
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In Question 8(b), respondents were asked to indicate the time of day (weekday) when

they use the walkway system. As Figure 4 shows, the responses rtrere broken down

according to the time of day and the three walkway user groups - this was done in order to

get an indication of how usage varies among the different users.

Dally Usage Patterns of Respondents

T
ø
@
Ø

all respondents
emplogees
residents
shoppers

mornlng lunchtlme afternoon afterwork

TlmE of Day (Weekday)

evenlng

For the morning period (7 - 11:30 â.m.), it is clear that residents make the best use of

the walkway as the majority (76Vo) of them use the system at this time - this is well above

the overall average of 367o for all respondents. An explanation for ttris high value came up

in the comments as many of the residents, most of whom are also seniors, said they

preferred to do all their shopping and walking (for daily exercise) in the morning before the

walkway gets too busy. The percentage of shoppers (40Vo) and employees (2BVo) using

the system are both signifîcantly lower.

Lunchtime (11:30 a.m. - l:30 p.m.) is by far the busiest time of the day on the

walkway as 717o of all respondents use the system. The large number of people using the

walkway during the midday period is mainly a result of the sudden influx of employees

Flgure 4:

tft
@

G.80o\
o
coE
560
ê-oo
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onto the system as 85Vo of the workers use the walkway over their lunchbreaks. The

percentage of residents (49Vo) and shoppers (29Vo) using the system ar this time is

comparatively lower, probably because of the desire to avoid the lunchtime rush.

In the afternoon (1:30 - 4:00 p.m.), ecoployee usage drops off to 27Vo since most

people are back at work. However, walkway usage by residents (75Vo) and shoppen

(63Vo) picks up again, and in fact reach their highest levels for the entire day. The afærnoon

period is the second busiest time of the day for walkway usage, due in a large part to

people using the system for shopping-related purposes.

V/alkway usage tends to decline towa¡ds the late aftemoon as only 25Vo of the people

use the system after work (4:00 - 5:30 p.m-). The only significant response comes from

the employees as 3l%o use the walkway, presumably to get ftom work to their car or bus

stop. In the evening (5:30 - 11:30 p.m-), there are even fewer users (l8/o) as mosr

employees and shoppers have gone home'for the night. It is important to note, however,

that 207o of the shoppers and 37 Vo of the residents still make use of the walkway at night -

likely reasons for usage include late nigät shopping, dining out, and entertainment

purposes.

waLKwaY USAGE ACCORDTNG to TEMpERATURE coNDrrroNs
Q¡s important usage issue concerns the extent to which people use the walkway based

on varying weather conditions. People on üe system were asked whether they would be

more likely to use the inside walkway or th¿ outside 5idswalk (or both equally) based on

the temperature outside. As can be seen in Table 10, for a cold day of -30 degrees

Celcius, a high majority of the people (94%) said they would prefer ro use the walkway

rather than be out on the sidewalk (27o) - not surprising given the severity of rJVinnipeg's

winters. On an average spring or fall day of 10 degrees, respondents showed no real

preference towards either the walkway (32%) or the sidslryelk (35Vo) as both are equally

used.
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Finally, on a v/ann day of 25 degrees, most people (657o) preferred to go outside as

opposed to using the walkway (18Vo). Since V/innipeg experiences such long cold winters,

one would expect people to welcome the opportunity to walk outdoors during warm

weather. Obviously, Winnipeggers are not about to waste their precious few warm days

inside a skywalk if avoidable.

TABLE 10: v/alkway usage According ro Temperature conditions

QUESTION 9: Which would you be more likely to use under the following temperanrre
conditions:

_Inside Walkway_Outside Sidewatk_ Both Equalty
@..............947o,,,,.27o....'..-.l...-.-....+"/"
(b) average day (10 C) .......... 3ZEo 35Vo .... 33Vo

(c) warm day (25 C) .............. lSVo 65Vo .. lTVo

Since it was expected that most people, given the option, would choose to remain

indoors on a cold day and use the walkway, respondents were asked if they were willing

to travel outside and for how far under these same conditions if the need arose. Although

30Vo indtcated that they would go outside (covering an average distance of 3.5 blocks) to

eat, shop, etc., on a cold day of -30 degrees, TOVo of the people still were not willing to

Íavel anywhere by foot when it got that cold. This shows the value of a walkway system

because many of these same people would probably avoid walking around downtown

altogether if their only option \ryas the outside sidewalk. Thus, the walkway increases

pedestrian mobility in the downtown as the system makes travel more convenient,

especially during inclement weather.

QUESTION 9_(d): On a cold day of -30 degrees Celcius, are you wiling to go outside to
shop, eat, etc.?

YES = 193 ........... .30Vo
NO = 442 ............70Vo

635 l00Vo

QUESION 9(e): If yes, how far are you willing to travel by foot?
Average Number of Blocks = 3.5
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DOWNTOWN PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT

In Question 15, people were asked if they use the walkway system to get from one

section of the downtown to another even though their destination is not connected to the

walkway. Most respondents (78Vo) said they do use the walkway for such trips. This

indicates that the system is not only used for trips between inter-connecting poins on the

walkway, but many people also use it to travel to areas located off the system. In this

respect, the walkway facilitates movement between the internal and extemal pedestrian

envi¡onment.

Those people who said that they did not use the walkway Q27o) were then asked if
they found it more convenient to use DASH. Only 47 people - representing 8Vo of att the

respondents - said they found it more convenient to use the DASH than the walkway when

travelling to points in the downtown not connected to the system- The remaintng !4Vo use

neither the walkway nor DASH for such trips; one can assume these people prefer to walk

the entire distance outside or use their cr.

QUESTION 15(a): Do you use the walkway system to ger from one section of the
downtown to another even though your destinaiion is noi connected to the walkway
system?

YES = 480 ..........78Vo
NO = q...........?2%_------>QUESTION 15(b): If no, is it because you

619 L00Vo find it more convenient ro use DASH? 
-

NO = 92............ l4%o
r39 22Vo

4.6 User Orientation

One of the more important walkway issues from a user's perspective concerns the

pedestrian's ease and ability to negotiate the walkway system once they have entered it.

OnIy 12Vo of the respondents indicated they had difficulties fiodiog their way a¡ound on the

system while the remainingSSVo had no problems with orientation (see results below).

QLIESTION 1l(a): Is it h_ard_to find_your way around on the warkway system?
YES = 75 .............12Vo
NO = 571 ............88Vo

646 l00Vo
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Although the results show that few people have any troubles f,rnding their way around

on the walkway, these findings proved somewhat misleading because of the comments

given in Question 11(b) - respondents were asked to comment on why they had

problems with orientation.T Surprisingly, many of the comments came from the 571

respondents who said they had no diff,rculty getting around on the system. These people

indicated that although the walkway is easy to use now that they are familiar with it, they

did frnd the system confusing at first. It can þs ¿ssnmsd, therefore, that most of these

571 users fell into at least one of the following categories: (1) long-time users of the

system, or (2) frequent users of a portion of the system.

From the responses it would appear that most problems associated with orientation is

due to system unfamiliarity - such is the case for visitors, tourists, and fi¡st time users. An

important orientation aspect that many people picked up on is the lack of clear and

consistent directional signage. Some felt that a systemwide signage program of maps and

signs would be beneficial to all walkway users, especially to those unfamiliar with the

system or who are not frequent users.8 Still others pointed out that signs were needed

along the walkway and at street level to indicate access benveen the street and the system -

people had difficulry locating walkway exits and entrances. Also, a few respondents found

the Portage and Main Concourse confusing since it has no windows and there is a tendency

for people to lose their sense of direction easier being underground. Finally, some people

felt that the Winnipeg Square a¡ea should have signs indicating the change in grade as users

make the transition from the underground to the street and skywalk levels.

7 See user comments in Appendix "G".

I Many of the building managers felt strongly about the need
systemwide signage program.

for a uniform and
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4.7 Personal Safety/Security

The extent to which the public will use walkways is often depend.ent on how safe and

secure people feel. Keeping in mind that this sense of security is usually based more on

perceived safety than on documented crime statistics, respondents were asked if they felt

safe using the walkway based on the time of day. Overall, as can be seen in Table 11(a),

the majority of people (95Vo) felt safe on the walkway in the da¡ime. If the data is broken

down according to gender, Iittle variation exists between male (97Vo) and femal e (94Vo)

responses as a high percentage of each goup feel safe using the system during the day.

TABLE 11: Personal Safety/Secudry
- QLJESTION 12: Do you feel s-afe on thé wakway system....?

(a) During the day: __________YES______NO__Female -- 94Vo------ 6
Male
All Respondents

977o 3
957o 5

(b) After hours:
Female
Male
AII Respondents

YES NO N/A
28Vo------30 --- 42 -
427o 16 42
33Vo 25 42

While only 57o of all respondents did not feel safe on the walkway system during the

day, these results rose significantly for nighttime usage as 25Vo felt unsafe after hours (see

Table 11(b)). Though many of the male respondents (42Vo) felt safe at night on the

walkway, still a large portion (16Vo) indicated they felt insecure. Female users showed an

even higher degree of insecurity as more felt unsafe (30Vo) than safe (28Vo) when using the

system after hou¡s. It should be noted that 42Vo of all respondents had no opinion since

they do not use the walkway in the evening.

In Question 11(c), respondents \ilere asked to identify the a¡eas on the walkway that

they perceived to be unsafe and why. It would appear that by the types of comments given

by many of the walkway users, feelings of security a¡e based more on the potential threat

of a crime occurring rather than on reports of acrual incidents.g As expected, few

I nefq¡ to Appendíx "G" for a listing of respondent's comments concerning security on
the walkway system.
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responses were geared towards daytime use as most walkway security concerns centred

around nighttime use (after 5 p.m.). Since there are considerably fewer people using the

system after hours, many of the respondents feel less secure on the walkway in the evening

- hence, one can experience a greater sense of isolation and vulnerability, particularly

on underfrequented outer linkages. For example, evening users of the Place promenade

corridor commented on this sense of isolation as the area is usually deserted at night and.

there is no one around should anything happen. Users of Winnipeg Square expressed

similar views as people felt vulnerable during the evening since there are less people on the

system and stores are closed.

Another safety concern of respondents was that the system lacked an overall presence

of security personnel - this is especially noticable at nighr Although there are numerous

surveillance cameras monitering the system, many still fett that walkway security could be

enhanced with the addition of more security guards to parrol the entire slster¡.l0 Finally,

some users said they felt intimidated by the types of people - teenagers, transients,

undesirables - loitering around various parts of the system after hours (especialty on the

lower level of Portage Place near Erlmonton Court). Since much of the system consists

generally of public or semi-public space, these people have just as much right to be there as

anyone else. Many of these s¿une respondents also indicated that they try to avoid these

areas if at all possible. It should be noted that, from personal observations, the crowd does

change quite dramatically after 5 p.m. as most of the daytime users (office workers) leave

for home - these people are not truly replaced by other users, however, as the number of
"undesirables" becomes proportionally larger and are therefore only more noticable.

10 A fewof the securityguards on the system expressed similarviews sayíng lhat some
of the areas they were assigned to cover we_re just too large and that moré põrÀonnet
were needed to do an adequate job of patrolling their entirè areas. The guaràs also
indicated-that they have come across very fewacts of crime while worñing onìhe sysrem- except for lhe occasional drug deal in a back stainvay or minor properti damage.
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4.8 Walkway Improvements

Question 14 of the survey deals with user satisfaction. Respondents were asked to

indicate what aspects of the walkway system they felt needed improvement. As Figure 5

shows, the eight user-related aspects were first ranked from most desirable to least

desirable walkway improvemeng and then each was broken down according to user group

for further analysis. It is important to note that only l\Vo of the 646 respondents gave no

answer, many of them adding that they were satisfied with the way things a¡e and that no

improvements were necessary.

Flgure 5: lmprovements To Walkway
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The most frequently requested walkway improvement was the expansion of the

system as 54Vo said they would like to see more of the downtown connected by skywalks

and tunnels. The biggest advocates of system expansion were employees as 60Vo favored

more connections. Many of the workers from the ICG Building and 400 St. Mary's voiced

their dissatisfaction over the fact that ttrey felt somewhat isolated since they can only use the

walkway in one direction - north to The Bay. In their opinion, the system should be

extended from 400 St. Mary's to the Convention Centre and then through Royal Trust

over to Eaton Place; this would make it much easier for people working on the system's
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western periphery to travel by sþwalk to Eaton Place and to other poins located easlrl

Others indicated they would favor expansion to the Concert HalVCity Hall area - most

people, however, did not give specific responses.

Another improvement which 34Vo of the respondents would especially like to see is the

establishment of uniform hours of operation throughout the system. Both employees

and ¡esidents are particularly concerned with this aspect because the store hours of ttre two

department stores on the system (Eaton's and The Bay) creates accessibility problems for

early morning and evening users.l2 For example, many of the employees ind.icated that

because they have to be at work by 8:30 a.m., they are unable to use the walkway to get

from their bus or car to work since their¡oute is intemrpted by one of the deparrnent stores

(which doesn't open till 9:30). Residents of aparrnent buildings connected to the walkway

commented that store hou¡s also limi¡5 access in the evening to entertainment and eating

establishments located on the system. In addition, office employees who have to wc¡rk late

experience similar difficulties getting back to their parking space as some links on the

system close as early as 6 p.m- These problems may partially be responsible for the low

frequency of walkway use during the evening as non-uniform hours and limited

accessibility discourages nighttime use (see Section 4.5 - "Walkway Usage According to

Time of Day").13

Improved signage was the next greatest concern as 307o of the respondents said that

maps along the system would be benefîcial for orientation purposes while ZLVo feltmore

signs were needed. No further analysis pertaining to the issue of user orientation is

necessary at this time since people's comments and perceptions concering this matter was

11 Refer to Appendix "G' for a listing of the respondent,s comments.

12 All of the building managers interviewed said one of their main concerns was the lackof a uniform set of operating hours for the entire walkway system. Refer to Appendix .E'
for the current operating hours.

13 Althoug.h access on the walkway is rather limited on weekends, very few people
commenled on this as being a problem.
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previously examined in Section 4.6.Itis interesting to note, however, that signage is more

of a concern for shoppers than any other user group - it can be assumed that shoppers use

the walkway less frequently than employees and residents and are therefore less familiar

with the system.

Improvements in walkway security was mentioned by 26Vo of the respondents. As

previously discussed in Section 4.7, walkway safety is mainly a concern for nighttime

users as many felt that security could be enhanced with the addition of more security

personnel to give users a greater feeling of protection.

Twenty-four percent of the respondents said that better accessibility is needed benveen

the street and walkway. Street level accessibitity is closely related to user orientation

as signage - located at all grades along the system - is cn¡cial for relaying d.irectional

inforrration to the user about walkway exits and entrances. Since many of the walkway

entrances are found within the interior of buildings, and a¡e therefore not detectable from

the outside, street level signage (bth inside and outside) would be of assistance to people

entering the system for locating stairs, elevators, and escalators. Likewise, the same can be

said about signage along the walkway as some of the respondents indicated they had

trouble locating the right exit to street level - especially below grade at Winnipeg Square

and the Concourse where there a¡e no windows. Besides better signage, accessibility can

also be improved in cases where skywalks are linked directly to the sidewalk by external

stairways and escalators and thus enhance the system's visibility. Even though the

Winnipeg system does not have these external connections, none of the respondents

suggested this type of improvement as most comments focused on the lack of signage as

the major problem concerning street level accessibility.

Only l4Vo of the people surveyed said that the walkway should be more accessible

for handicapped and elderly users. Although this percenrage is relatively low

compared to other suggested improvements, this number is somewhat deceiving stnce 46Vo

indicated they had never previously given the matter any thought and the¡efore could not
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comment. The one area that most people did notice as being inaccessible, however, was the

stairway leading from the sþwalk at 2N Graham Avenue to the underground level at

Winnipeg Square. This change in elevation presents a major obstacle for the hand.icapped

person as access can only be gained through a steep and narrow stairway (this area is not

accessible by wheelchair¡.t+ In fact, some respondents said that the design of this

passageway even made access difficult for able-bodied people because the space is so

confining and not conducive to two-way traffic. The multitude of interior doors along the

walkway also proved inconvenient for the mobility-impaired. Many of the elderly and

handicapped users had difficulty opening doors if they were by themselves and quite often

had to seek assistance from other users. Some suggested that automatic push-button doors

be installed to improve access.

The majority of respondents were satisf,red with the overall cleanliness of the

walkway; only 67o felt maintenance needed ¡6 þ improved. A few people commented on

the presence of cigarette butts in the sþwalks, but most users were generally pleased with

the system's up-keep.

Finally, an improvement not listed as a possible answer on the survey was

recommended by a number of the employee respondents. Employees of the ICG Building

and 400 St. Mary's suggested that an enclosed pedestrian route be installed through the

Bay Parkade. Users of this a¡ea felt that this enclosed connection should be made for one

of two reasons:

(t) tttg parkade is not çlim¿¡s-çsnnolled and offers little protection from the elements
(people. must wear protective clothing during the winiär monrhs when usinfifris
connection); and

(2) parkade trafñc often poses a risk for pedestrian traffic.

]o Jnt only other area on the walkway not accessible by wheelchair is the entrance
leading from The Bay into the.Bay Parkade.(skywalk rcvót¡. This was not mentioned by
any of lhe respondents, even those in wheelchairs.
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4.4 Favorite Walkway Feature

In Question 13 of the survey, people were asked to indicate what they liked most about

the walkway system - respondents were instructed to give one answer only. As Figure 6

shows, weather protection was stated as the most desirable feature of the walkway system

by 60Vo of the users - this can be expected considering the severity of Winnipeg's winters.

Convenience was the second most desirable walkway feature as chosen by 26Vo of the

survey respondents. It is not surprising that weather protection and convenience combined

account for 86Vo of all answers since one of the primary objectives for creating the system

(back in 1977) was to improve the downtown pedestrian environment by emphasising

pedestrian comfort and convenience. Separation from naffîc and atractions such as stores

and restaurants ranked significantly lower at \Vo and 6Vo respectively. Obviously, being

separated from traffic isn't quite as important to people than comfort and convenience,

while it would appear that the types of stores and restaurants found on the walkway are

only slightly more important to shoppers (l3%o).

Flgure 6 : Favorlte Walkway Feature
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Comments made by respondents concerning their favorite walkway feature were

categonzed according to the three walkway user groups (see Appendix "G"). From the

types of responses given by downtown employees, it is apparent that the abiliry ro save

time is an imporunt factor for usage as many of the workers felt that the walkway made

pedestrian movement quicker and more convenient. This is especially true during

lunchtime and coffee breaks as more of the downtown becomes accessible when using the

walkway since less time is wasted waiting for traffic lights or puning on winter clothing;

thus, people are encouraged to travel further.

For people residing in buildings connected to the system, the walkway fosters a

renewed sense of freedom. This applies particularly to many of the seniors living on the

system as it allows them to become more independent in their use of downtown space. The

walkway not only makes it easier for these people to get around, but also provides greater

reacreational and social oppornrnities. For example, many of them indicated that since they

have to exercise (walk) daily, the walkway is good for their health as they can remain active

year-round (i.e., by avoiding icy sidewalks and inclement weather). Also, because of

increased mobiliry and a greater sense of safety/security, residents are also encouraged to

walk further distances and to do more, such as dine out at night or attend movies. Some

respondents even indicated the walkway was responsible for their decision to move

downtown saying they were proponents of the whole walkway concept.

Many of the shoppers feel the walkway is a definite asset for downtown since people

can eat, shop, and run errands without having to leave the weather protected environment

of the walkway system. Respondents also indicated that the system is a recognition of the

extreme temperaflues in Winnipeg and that people are more willing to come downtown to

shop if they can do so in comfort. Still, others felt that the great value of the walkway as an

amenity for downtown shopping is it's convenience as people can ger their shopping done

without any hastles - no need for bulky clothing in the winter, and can avoid traffic and

lights when crossing the street.
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4.10 Summary

This suwey of walkway users revealed some basic infomration about the characteristics

of users, their usage patterns and, more importantly, their perceptions on the walkway

system concerning a variety of user-related issues and aspects. Since the explicit nature of

the questions elicited many comments pertaining to a wide a:ray of user-related concerns,

the survey findings - along with interviews, reference materials, and personal observations

- allowed for a more in-depth analysis to be made of the V/innipeg walkway sysrerr.

Based on the analysis of the survey results, it would appeil that problems associated

with walkway usage tend to focus on concerns of orienøtion and access. The lack of a

systemwide signage progrâm, as well as non-uniform operating hours makes walkway

access difficult and unclear at times. Street level accessibility, handicapped access, and

nighnime security were also concerns of the walkway user. In terms of benefits, users

identified weather protection, convenience, and improved pedestrian safety and mobility as

positive aspects of the walkway system. A number of usage patterns were also identified

as walkway use varied according to conditions of æmperature and time of day.

These specific findings and analyses now form the basis upon which a final analysis on

the state of the walkway system can be carried out in chapter 5 as the system is evaluated

according to what has been learned from this chapteron userperception and behavior.
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Chapter 5

RECOMMENDATIONS

In chapter 4, it was determined how people perceive the va¡ious user-related aspects of
the walkway system' including how each adds to (benefiÐ or detracts from (problem) the

walkway experience. This chapter evaluates the Winnipeg walkway system and makes

recoÍlmendations on the basis of these f,rndings by examining the following user issues:

access and orientation, comfort and convenience, safety and security, social concerns, and

system usage. Each is dealt with separately in some detail in order to determine whether an

issue is a problem, benefit, or an identifiable usage pattern and behavior. Concluding

remarls on the state of the walkway system are made as follows:

(1) issues identified as benefits a¡e listed as such (no recommendations are necessary),

(2) issues identifred as problems are addressed and recommendations towa¡ds theirsolutions are proposed, and

(3) any general usage pattems and behaviors of system users are noted.

5.1 Access & Orientation

User-related issues concerning walkway access and orientation can be b,roken down into

three areas: hours of operation, signage and street level accessibility, and mobility needs of
the elderly and handicapped-

5.1.1 Hours of Operation

An operational problem inherent to most walkway systems concerns the establishment

of a continuous system open to the public during uniform hours. Multiple ownership of
walkway connections makes it difficult to achieve an overall consistency and often results
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in varying hours of operation. In Winnipeg, where walkways are both publicly and

privately owned and operated, city officials face a similar d.ilemma as public access must be

negotiated block by block with each new adjoining building owner. Although most

connections are generally open between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m., uniform operating hours for

the entire system has yet to be established.l

The biggest concern for users regarding hours of operation centres around departrnent

store hours, especially those at Eaton's because of it's central location on the system.

Departrnent store bridges are open only during store hours (9:30 a.m. - 6 or 9:30 p.m.),

which effectively shuts off major segments of the system to downtown office workers

coming to work early in the morning and those leaving later at night. Likewise, many of the

respondents felt access to stores, restaurants, and theaters is hampered in the evening since

some connections þarticularly Eaton's) close too early to permit access by skywalk back to

their apartment or parking spot. To a certain extent, non-uniform hours and limited

accessibility discourages or prevents early moming and nighttime use.

PROBLEMS: The resulting problems for users are: (1) confusion about the availability

of the whole nenvork due to the lack of uniform operating hours, and (2) access is limited

or prevented through various poftions of the system when walkway connections and

buildings are closed.

RECOMMENDATION: t. The systemwide establishment of uniform hours

of operation. To allow the public 24 hour access would þ impracrical considering the

additional security costs this would incure and the fact that usage is nominal during the off-

hou¡s. However, uniform hours of operation should be established to alleviate some of the

problems encountered by early morning and evening users - Monday to Saturday hours

should be extended systemwide from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. This also includes the renovation

of Eaton's department store as a passageway should be secured within the building to allow

people access when the store is closed

1 Refer to Appendix "E' for the current operating hours.
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5.L.2 Signage & Street Level Accessibility

Another important operational aspect of walkway systems is appropriate signage.

While many North American pedway systems have some sort of interior signage, often

there is no family of signs to guide the downtown traveller through the entire system.

Orientation on Winnipeg walkways is a major problem because of the lack of directional

signs and maps and because of the inconsistency of what few signs exist.2 Although

frequent users find it relatively easy b use the walkway, people unfamiliar with the system

experience the greatest difficulties ç'ith orientation. Users have troubles particularly in the

underground portion of the system - Winnipeg Square and the Concourse - and in locating

stairways, elevators, and escalators between the various walkway levels.

An aspect closely related to orientation is street levet accessibility as signage is

crucial for relaying directional information to users about walkway exits and entrances.

Although the walkway components (overhead bridges) are quite visible from the outside,

street level access is problematic since there are no external signs indicating the location of

walkway entrances - this problem is compounded by the fact that moSt stairways,

elevators, and escalators leading to the walkway are located internally within buildings.

Likewise, many of the walkway exits to street level are not properly marked

PROBLEMS: People unfamiliar *ith the system have a difficult time using the walkway

to its full potential because of orientation problems caused by the lack of clear and

consistent signage. In addition, poorly marked welky¡¿y exis and en¡rances creates

accessibility problems between the three walkway levels, including access to and f¡om the

street.

RECoMMENDATToN: 2. The implementation of a systemwide signage

program. To improve street level accessibitity and facilitate clear user orientation, the

following signage pro$am is proposed:

2 lt should be noted thal the City of Winnipeg ís most aware of this orientation problem
qld ¡q in the process of developing a systemwide signage program consisting of a series of
directional signs and maps. However, it is uncertain wheh this program w¡ll be ready
for installation.
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Part A - Signs
- uniform design and systemwide
- contain a universal symbol that is easily recognizable
- information on signs must be clear and easy ío read
- the walkw¿{,.tl9-bol should mark entryways from street level, exits from the walkway

.Ievels, and changes in grade
- internally located $u1rs; escalators, and elevators connected to the system should be

appropriately marked
- overhead signs in each sþwalk indicating street below

Part B - Maps
- unif^orm.design-and systemwide - each b¡¡ildinq sho¡ld have at leasr one system map,

preferrably in the.lobby and/or ar the wallovayievel
- Tapl _should be displayed þ a.consistent gariner - i.e., locarion, lighting, height
- should be at a location and height accessible to wheelóhair users

Part C - Brochures
- pocket size and easy to read - should not be cluttered up with detail
- should include pertinent walkway data (such as wheelcÏair accessibility, street

entrances, hours) and be available throughout the entire downtown

5.1.3 Mobitity Needs of the Etderty & Handicapped

Accessibility needs of the elderly and the mobility-impaired constitutes yet another user

concern. While the Winnipeg walkway is almost completely handicapped-accessible, there

still remains two areas on the system not accessible by wheeichair: (1) the second level

entrance connecting The Bay to the Bay Parkade, and (2) the stairway lead.ing from the

skywalk at 200 Graham Avenue to Winnipeg Square. The latter appears to give users the

most trouble as this a¡ea is not only inaccessible by wheelchair, but many able-bodied

people cornplained that the stairway was too steep, too narrow, and not conducive to two-

way pedestrian traffic. Interior doors along the walkway also proved inconvenient for the

mobility-impaired as many of the elderly and handicapped users had difficulty opening

doors if they were alone.

PROBLEMS: The walkway connections at The Bay and V/innipeg Square creates

accessibility problems for wheelchair users while interior doors along the system impedes

movement for both the elderly and the mobility-impaired- The stairwelt at V/innipeg Square

is particularly troublesome for all users because of the passageway's na¡¡ow design.
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RECOMMENDATION: 3. The provision of barrier-free access for au users

of the walkway system. To facilitate easier walkway accessibility, especially for the

mobility-impaired, the following improvements are recommended:

(1) the installation of elevator lifu at both The Bay and Winnipeg Square locations;

(2) that. the city rey.Lew the d:sign of the Winnipeg Square stairway and to consider
renovations that will make the þassageway moie -conäusive to tw'o-way pedestrian
movement; and,

(3) that interior doo¡s along the walkway route be-supplemenred with automatic push-
button controls or that an agreement be rêached wirtr Uiritaing owners ént'*in! tnat äoors
remain in the open position during periods of heaviest wakwíy usage fs a.m. îp.m).- -

5.2 Comfort & Convenience

comfort and convenience issues of walkway systems a¡e examined under the headings

of weather protection, system continuity, amenities, and transportation considerations.

5.2.1 Weather Protection

BENEFIT: One of the primary objectives that underscores walkway developmentin many

North American cities is the creation of a pleasant pedestrian environment. Creating

favorable conditions for pedestrian activity is often largely a matter of weather protection

and climate control of temperature extremes. Considering the temperature extremes of
Winnipeg's climate, perhaps the greatest benefit of the walkway is the year-round

weather protection and climate control that the system provides downtown pedestrians -

weather protection is the most desirable walkway feature for the majority of survey

respondents. Given the severity of our winters, the walkway becomes an especially

attractive and viable alternative for pedestrian movement as Winnipeggers are able to

travel in climate-controlled comfort throughout a good portion of the downtown - again,

this was reinforced by the survey results as most people QaV) favor the walkway over the

sidewalk during cold weather.
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PROBLEM: The only drawback concerning weatherprotection is that the entire walkway

route is not climate controlled. The Bay Parkade is the only connection that does not offer

complete protection as users are relatively exposed to extreme cold and wind in the winter.

RECOMMENDATTON: 4. The instattation of an enclosed pedestrian route

through the Bay Parkade (second level). This is recommended for the following

two reasons: (1) the parkade is not climate-controlled and offers little protection from the

elements; and, (2) parkade traffic poses a risk for pedestrians.

5.2.2 System Continuity

BENEFIT: The integration of buildings and activities vis-ã-vis walkway connections

enables pedestrian movement through the downtown without the negative gaps (barriers,

blockages) that often disrupt spatial flow. However, a series of walkway linkages can only

truly become a system once the walkway connections are integrated into a sequential,

unified space or continuous network. This is one of the positive features of Winnipeg's

walkway as a continuous system of elevated bridges and underground tunnels allows the

user to travel an unintemrpted (from vehicular traffic and street lights) and climate-

controlled route extending from The Bay to the 'Westin Hotel. System continuity

encourages people to use more of the downtown as the walkysay makes pedestrian

movement more convenient and efficient to those areas linked to the nenvork.

RECOMMENDATION: 5. In terms of system expansion, priority should be

given to the completion of the southern portion of the "loop" whereby the

Convention Centre and Holiday Inn are tied into the system via connections

at 400 St. Mary's, Royal Trust, and Eaton Place. It is up to the city to ensure thar

any future walkway development links directly into the remainder of the system, thereby

maintaining a continuous, nonintem¡pted grade separated network. The planning

deparment should also investigate the feasibility of extending the underground walkway

from the Richardson Building nonthward to the Concert HaVCity Hall complex.
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5.2.3 Amenities

Amenities deal with comfort, convenience, and the delight of the pedestrian. Besides

offering the basic advantages of weather protection and climate control, it is important that

the walkway provide other human amenities that make the walkway environment an

attractive one.

BENEFIT: Probably one of the best developed walkway features concerning amenities is

the multitude of sitting oppornrnities the system affords the user. Benches a¡e located along

most of the walkway route, while designated "food court" areas not only provide an

assortment of eating selections, but also serve as potential meeting or resting places (i.e.,

coffee break, reading paper). Portage Place - a focal point for pedestrian activity - has trees,

plants, a fountain and clock for focus, and a variety of different seating arrangements

(benches, steps, planters). Although some people may perceive this area - Edmonton Court

- to be nothing more than a 'Ttang-out for undesirables", in reality the place has a sense of

"freshness" and urban t itatity to it In terrns of up-keep, the majority of the respondents felt

the system was well-maintained, while many replied favorably to the city's new ordinance

which prohibits smoking in skywelks.

PROBLEM: The problem concerning walkway amenities is not a matter of quantity, but

rather a problem of location. Some amenities are located in out-of-the-way places and

coupled with the lack of adequate signage, such facilities arc hard to find - this particularly

applies to public restrooms and telephones. For example, the restrooms in portage place

a¡e situated at the back of long hallways, while second level telephones above Edmonton

Court are located within a dark alcove.These amenities are not only hard to find, but

because of their isolated positions users are at risk to possible criminal-related activities.

RECOMMENDATION: 6. That extra security precautions be taken to
ensure the safety of people using walkway amenities located in isolated

places. Surveillance câmeras to monitor these areas would suffice. Also, befter d.irectional

signage is needed to indicate the whereabouts of such amenities.
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5.2.4 Transportation Considerations

An important consideration of pedestrian circulation and convenience is the degree to

which the walkway connects to other movement systems within the downtown.

Winnipeg's walkway is well coordinated with private transportation as over 6,000

enclosed parking spaces are directly accessible from the walkway system. Parkades, both

public and private, allow commuters to park in one of several locations along the walkway

route and utilize it to reach their final destination. The results from the survey clearly

indicate a strong preference for parkade parking ¿ìrnong respondents, and is due largely to

the fact that parkades offer automobile coûrmuters both weather protection and increased

accessibility through virrue of their direct linkage into the walkway.

The walkway is also well-integrated with public transportation as it merges with

both local and suburban transit.3 Located at street level interfaces along most of the

walkway route are such transit components as bus stops, transfer points, and pedestrian

shelters. Most of the transit users arriving downtown f¡om the suburbs indicated they

are âble to get off the bus within one block of their destination - the terminus for the

majority of these trips were walkway-connected buildings. In some cases, however, minor

operational problems prevent easy transferability benveen the transit and pedestrian modes.

Inconsistent operating hours sometrmes hampers walkway access between one's bus stop

or parking space and place of work, while street level accessibility is a problem because of

the lack of proper signage.

Another aspect of public transportation concerns local transit service within the

downtown. In its commi- ent to ensure convenient downtown movement by means other

than the private automobile, the city provides an additional system, the DASH bus shuttle

service, which connects the major activity nodes to supplement the walkway system.

Whereas the walkway facilitates movement benveen activity nodes in close proximity to

one another, the DASH bus serves people moving gïeater distances. Since there is

3 Two of the busiest downtown transit corridors, Portage Avenue and Graham Avenue,
run parallel to the walkway and intersect the system at a number of points.
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considerable overlap of both systems, many people now find it more convenient to use the

walkway - as a result, DASH usage has decreased significantly in the last couple of years.

Nevertheless, the service definitely complements the walkway as people have the option of

using either system for downtown movement.

RECOMMENDATION: 7. That accessibitity between the street and

walkway system be improved in order to facilitate clearer and easier

transferability between the different modes of movement. Also, a transit-

pedestrian mall has been proposed for Graham Avenue for 1993. Given this opportunity, it

is hopeful that such an undertaking will not only improve the environment for Eansit users

and pedestrians, but efforts must also be made to ensure that the mall is functionally

integrated with the walkway.

5.3 Safety & Security

The extent to which the public will use an urban setting is often dependent on how safe

and secure people feel. For the pedestrian, feelings of safety and security is partly

contingent on protection from danger and physical harm, primarily protection from

insecurity due to fear of vehicula¡ trafEc and criminality.a

5.3.1 Safety

BENEFIT: Since walkways offer complete separation of pedestrian and vehicular

activities, one of the principal benefits of the ÏVinnipeg system is that it provides an

opporn¡riity for most pedestrian movement to be made in an auto free area This removal of

the pedestrian-vehicle conflict eliminates the accident risk and increases both the actual and

perceived safety of the walkway user. In addition, the walkway provides for safer winter

walking conditions as users can avoid the haza¡ds of icy sidewatks - this is especially

beneficial to the elderly and handicapped

4 Jan Gehl,Life Between Buildings, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 19g7, p. 173.
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5.3.2 Security

An important lesson learned f¡om other cities regard.ing walkway planning, design, and

implementation is that walkway systems require special security measures. During the day

walkways are essentially self-policing through virtue of high pedestrian volumes.

However, portions of the system that remain open in the evening require special security

precautions since many of these areas become more remote and isolated after hours.

This scenario is reflective of the V/innipeg situation as evident from the results of the

user suryey. People's perceptions concerning walkway security varies considerably

according to daytime and nighttime use. During the day, most people feel safe using the

walkway as high pedestrian volumes act as "natural surveillance" along the system Slving

the user a greater sense of security and protection - the old adage "safety in numbers',

comes to mind.

PROBLEM: At night, however, there is a perceived danger on the part of users. Since

there are considerably fewer people (users, merchants) on the walkway after hours, users

naturally feel less secure as one can experience a gteater sense ofisolation and vulnerability

- particularly on underfrequented areas where usage is low. An important concern related to

these feelings is the fact that many of the nighttime users felt the walkway lacked an overall

presence of security personnel and that more guards were needed to patrol the entire

system. Part of the fea¡ is also created by the types of people (the "undesirables") that

"hang-around" the system after hours; some users felt intimidated by these people. By the

types of security-related concerns expressed by most respondents, it would appear that

feelings of insecurity are based more on the poæntial threat of a crime occurring rather than

on reports of actual incidents.S In actuality, the perceived problem of walkway security is

greater than the real problem.

5. As. reported by a number of building managers and security personnel when questionedapyt walkway security, the occurren-ce of ciime-related ¡ncíoäntr on inr .vitðm are
minimal.
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RECOMMENDATION: 8.The improvement of walkway security through

operational and design techniques. Presently, each individual building is

responsible for providing their own security measures. This generally includes security

personnel and surveillance canreras to moniter and patrol the walkway components of each

building. Although most buildings provide an adequate level of protection, the presence of

security personnel could be improved considering some areas on the system are only

monitered by suweillance cameras and not patrolled regularly (if at all) by guards - the lack

of a regular patrol is especially noticable at nighr In addition, at the time of the user sÌrrvey

(February), V/innipeg city police were not responsible for patrolling the walkway sysrem.

However, as of July of this year, the city now provides a two man patrol whereby

uniformed police officers are required to make the walkway a regular part of their beat

(everyday between 8 a.m. and 12 p.m.). This will definitely enhance walkway security

and should have a positive effect on user's perceptions towards walkway safety.

Besides the addition of more security personnel to pamol the entire system, it is also

recornmended that future walkway connections be required to provide the following

security measures:

f 1) tlat design techniques be eTploVed in an anempt to avoid desolate and dark corridon,
blind corners, and other places thãt frovide hiding-places for would-be criminals;

(2) that all portions of the system open to the public after 5 p.m. be under remote television
monitering and to assign public police to the s stem corridois;

(3) high levels of walkway lighting; and,

(4) skywalk.bridges should be designed with large transparent areas to allow clea¡
observation (by other pedestrians, motõrists, police) ñom the 3treet below.

5.4 Social Issues

When dealing with social issues related to walkway systems, much of the planning

literature tends to focus on the concern that walkways cause social stratification. The

location of walkway entrances, together with the fact that the majority of structu¡es linked

by the systems are "up-scale" shops, hotels, condominiums and office buildings, prompts
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some critics to charge that walkways are elitist. This tendency for walkways ro separate

people according to economic class is a problem in many American cities.

On the surface, it would appear that Winnipeg could quite possibly have the beginnings

of a dual level downtown society since the walkway exhibits some of these same

characteristics - such as poor street level accessibility and connections to many ,,up-scale,,

buildings. To some degree this is true. Many of the "9 to 5" ,¡selkys¿y users are typically

office workers and businessmen, while most of the retail outlets on the second level of
Portage Place are expensive stores and boutiques. When compared to situations in other

cities, however, the extent to which social stratification is problematic on the Winnipeg

walkway system is minimal. Personally, one does not get the feeling that a social problem

exists as the walkway seems quite receptive and open to all classes of society. Although

initially users may feel somewhat intimidated or alienated by the walkway, once people

become familia¡ with the system they realize that walkways can provide new social

opportunities as the system is able to penetrate the privaæ realm and encourage the lowering

of traditional territorial barriers. It should be mentioned that the socio-economic profile of
respondents was not surveyed - future studies would do well to incorporate this as a

possible basis for monitering social stratification of the downtown pedestrian envi¡onment.

SOCIAL RENEFITS: The most significant social benefit of the Winnipeg walkway

is the increased social connection fostered by bridging. For people residing in buildings

connected to the system, the walkway promotes a renewed sense of freedom. This
particularly applies to the many seniors Ii nittg on the system as the walkway allows them to

become more independent in their use of downtown space. The walkway not only makes it
easier for these people to get around, but also provides greater recreational and social
opportunities. For example, because of increased mobility and a greater sense of
safety/securiqr, residents are encouraged to walk further distances and to do more, such as

dine out at night or attend a play or movie.
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5.5 System Usage

By facilitating access to grades other than at street level, walkways offer pedestrians a

new alternative to downtown movement. People now have the choice of either using the

sidewalks or following the walkway network in climate-conrrolled comfort. It is largely

because of this option that downtown pedestrian movement has been affected in the manner

it has - walkways can cause major changes in where and how people eat, shop, entertain,

and conduct business.

It is rather difFrcult to measue the degree to which the walkway has influenced behavior

and movement patterns in downtown V/innipeg since statistics for street level pedestrian

volumes before and after walkway construction are not available. However, to some extent

variations in walkway usage and pedestrian behavior can be determined based on varying

conditions of temperature and time of day.

5.5.1 Effects of Temperature on V9alkway Use

The extent to which people use the walkway based on varying temperature conditions is

as follows:

(1) Given the severity of Winnipeg's winters, it is not su¡prising that a high majoriry of
people (94Vo) prefer the walkway to ttre sidewalk (zEo) úrriitg the"winter-oñtfti.

ç) O13n averagg qp.4"g o.1fall.day, respondents showed no real preference towards either
the walkway or the sidewalk as boih are equally used.

(3) For wann summer daysrrnost people pr.efer to walk outside(657o) as opposed to using
the walkway -(187o).- ¡ince winlipeg èxperiences suctr tong cold wint"rü õñð -iititipËlipeople to welcome the oppornrnity tó wrirk outdoors durinfwarm weather.

Viewing walkway usage from a seasonal perspective, it can be concluded that walkways

are just as or more popular than sidewalks about seven months out of the year (October

through April) in those blocks where walkways were provided as the alternative. These

results clearly indicate that the walkway system has indeed affected pedestrian movement in

the downtown, eqlecially to the extent where most winter pedestrian activity occurs along

the walkway route.
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5.5.2 Hourly Variation of Use

Another walkway usage pattern to consider is hourly trip distribution. Results from the

survey reveals the following characteristics about user trips:

(1).on I typi94 winter y.ge-k4ly, the walkways in winnipeg receive their heaviest use
during the midday period (11:30a.m. - 1:30 p.ñ.).

(2) The ryjority.oJ th.ejemidday trips. ar9 rya{e by-employees fo_r eating and shopping
purposes. Users identified four "activity hubs" as-desdnaúon points foímoìt of thesãy{$*y trips - The Bay,.Porrage plqc-e, Éaton place, and Winnipetsqñ;.--
(3) V/alkway usage remains reãsonably constant {urlg the morniñguilãit -oon. Trips
made at these times are predominantly ðhopping-related.-

(4) Finally,.usage begins to decline towards the end of the workday (around 4 p.m.),
reaching its lowest-level come evening. Thg ryajority of nighttime ur".r'.r 

"itftir 
sttópperi

or downtown residents. It can be aszumed that móst eve-ning utug" ir foiirtòppinfi'*a
entertainment pu{poses.

5.6 Summar.v

As proposed at the beginning of this practicum, the primary objective was to examine

the Winnipeg walkway system from a user's perspective in an effort to assess the

various user-related attributes of the existing system. Of course, the key to
fulfilling this original objective is the views and perceptions of the walkway user, for

without them, any conclusions or recornmendations would not be truly reflective of the

existing situation or of user needs.

The attainment of these perceptions involved a carefully devised strategy whereby a

questionnaire was developed and subsequently followed by a suwey of walkway users.

Preliminary analyses of the findings revealed some basic information about the

characteristics of users, their usage patterns and, more importandy, their perceptions on the

walkway system concerning a variety of user-related issues and aspects. Using this insight

gained from the analysis stage, a number of benef,rts and problems related to walkway

usage were identified.
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In terms of benefits, since pedestrians are separated from vehicular traffic, improved

pedestian safety is accomodated. V/alkways also facilitate pedestrian mobility, allowing

most trips to be made in less time and in more comfort, especially in bad weather. Besides

the obvious benefits of year-round protection and increased safety, the walkway affords

new social and recreational oppornrnities for many of the downtown residents of buildings

connected to the system.

On the downside, however, problems associated with walkway usage tend to focus

on concerns of access and orientation. The lack of proper signage causes difficulties for

people unfamiliar with the system and creates accessibility problems benpeen the street and

walkway levels. In addition, non-uniform operating hours makes walkway access difficult

or unclear at times, and problems concerning handicapped access still remain. Finally,

while crime on the walkway is not a serious problem, many perceive the system to 69

unsafe at night because ofthe lack of security personnel.

While the Winnipeg walkway system continues to evolve and expand, it is hopeful that

a study of this fype proves useful for guiding future walkway development. While it is

strongly recommended that many of the suggested improvements be taken into

consideration, it is also recommended that follow-up studies be carried out by the City. It is

important to remember that this evaluation represents only a "snap shot" in time of the total

walkway picture. Time and resource ¡estrictions permitted only a limited number of

interviews with people on the system over one seasonal period- Follow-up studies should

be conducted during the summer season as well, while the perceptions of nighnime users

and other downtown pedestrians must also be considered - such as those outside at street

level or employees of buildings not connected to the system (i.e., City Hall, Air Canada

Building). Issues related to other aspects of the walkway sysrem should also be examined,

including skywalk design, aesthetics, economic activities, and social stratifrcation (such as

the socio-economic profile of walkway users).
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CONCLTISION

There is no doubt that walkways have become an integral part of our downtowns as

they have proven to be very popular with both the general public and private investors --

they are definitely here to stay. Thus, in re-defining civic policies, the question is not

whether we should have walkways, but rather a question of how they can serve us bener.

It would seem the pedestrian's interests are best met by the pursuit and support of a

balanced strategy, whereby both above and below grade walkways functionally interrelate

and co-plement other downtown movement systems. This requires the commiment and

foresight of city officials to ensure that pedestrian needs are not only met over the short

term, but over the long terrr as well as walkways continue to evolve and expand-

But what are these needs of the walkway user and what can be done to ensure an

effective walkway setting for the fufillment of such needs? Now that walkway nerworks

have evolved into a substantial new form of urban development in many North American

cities (including V/innipeg), â n,mþ¡ of important user-related lessons regarding the

plânning, design, and implementation of walkway systems have been learned. These

lessons, along with insights gained from user perceptions, allows us to plan for a more

"user-friendly" walkway environment. If walkways are to provide safe, easy, efficient and

comfortable pedestrian movement for all members of society, consideration must be given

to the following basic principles of walkway development:

(1) Signing is extremely important for pedestrian orientation and srreet level accessibility.

(2) Control of walkway access is an important design goal.

(3) Walkvvays require special security measures, especially for nighttime use.

(4) Climate control is a very essential design feanre.

(5) Mechanically-assisted vertical connections - elevators and escalators - are imperative
system elemenß.

(6) Above-grade, at-grade, and below-g¡ade components should be considered compatible
elements in the overall pedestrian network.

(7) Sysæm continuity and barrier-free access for the mobiliry-impaired a¡e both desirable.
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V/hile cities would do well to adopt this set of principles for any planned or existing

walkway project, experience has shown that ttre achievement of such ends is not automatic

as system evolution is often a series of "trial and error" - whereby mistakes are corected

and obstacles overcome. In Winnipeg, the Downtown Walkway System has undergone a

similar transformation as the walkway has slowly evolved from a few unrelated utilitarian

links into a continuous system of overhead bridges and underground tunnels. Along the

way, city offrcials have realized a number of goals as ser forth in the original walkway

development plan, such as the creation of a unifying factor which links various componenrs

of the downtown, and the improvement of the pedestrian environment through climate

control and weather protection. Although users have derived many benefits from the

walkway system, a number of unresolved problems still remain. As the walkway continues

to be improved, current issues such as disorientation, accessibility for the handicappe4

and hours should become of less concern through bener planning, design, and system

coordination. Furure walkway development in downtown lVinnipeg is recommended, and

expansion to the Convention Centre and Holiday Inn would certainly appear to be the next

logical step since this would make the system more complete and continuous. Before the

system can be allowed to expand, however, the existing user-related problems must first be

overcome. It is also important that we examine ¡|¡s impact ttrat future walkway development

will have on street life as expansion to other downtown areas, such as City Halt or

Broadway Avenue, must be sensitive to street-level pedestrian activities.

Assuming issues associated with walkway usage will be alleviated, certain fundamenal

questions remain unanswered. To what extent, for example, does the design of urban

spaces such as walkways control our environment and the manner in which we live? Even

if we invite walkway use to protect us from the natural elements, do we mind if they also

control where and when we walk, what t¡rpes of behavior we may participate in, who will

be walking along side us, and what t¡pes of establishments a¡e immediately available to us?

Related to this question of conEol is the increase in the privatization of "public" space. As a
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space becomes more private, real orperceived, it becomes more restricted as individuals are

able to exert less control over their actions, behavior, and environment.

Other important issues reveal problematic dilemmas as the use of walkways spreads.

Before they become widely promoted and accepted as a downtown redevelopment tool,

their impact on areas of the downtown not connected should be studied - such as their

effect on the merchants of South Portage. Is the reported growth experienced by walkways

truly growth, or is it redistribution at the expense of other districts? A much clearer

understanding of the long-term effects on streetlife created by the development of grade-

separated systems must also be obt¿ined. In terms of economics, aesthetics, and. human

activity, the elimination of the street level for all but vehicular functions is a very real

scenario.

In conclusion, the practicum proposes the following recommendations for improving

Winnipeg's Downtown V/alkway System:

( 1) The systemwide establishment of uniform hours of operation.

(2) The implementation of a systemwide signage progaÍL

( 3 ) The provision of barrier-free access for all users of the walkway system.

( 4 ) The installation of an enclosed pedesrian route through the Bay Parkade
(second level).

( 5 ) In terms of system^expansion, priority should be given to the completion of the
soutlrem portion of the "lgop" whereby the Convéntion Centre and Holiday Inn
a¡e tied into the system via con¡ections at 400 st Mary's, Royat rrust, and
Eaton Place.

(6) That extra security precautions be taken to ensure the safety of people using walkway
amenities located in isolated places.

(7 ) That accessibility between the str-eet and walkway system þ improved in order to
facilitate clearer and easier transferability betweeñ the different modes of movemenl

(8) The improvement of walkway security through operational and design techniques.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Pedestrian district - an area reserrred for pedestrians, a1l vehicles being excluded; also caled
pedestrian precincts

Pedestrian mall - a s^treet for pedestrian use. only which formerly contained unsegregated
traffic flow, with no implication as to grade, surface, covering

Pedesrian system - a series of connected walkways with no implication as to grade,
surface, covering

Skywalk - an elevated bridge (or walkway) serving as a pedestrian connector between
buildings; also known as skyways

Skywalk system - a network of elevated interconnecting skywalks; the network consists of
sþwalks over streets, second-story corridors within buildings, and
various activity hubs

Transitway - pedestrian preglc! th-at-restricts, but does not totally ban vehicles; private cars
are usually prohibited" but buses, taxis, and emergency vehicles arè often
allowed; involves narrowing of street ca:riageway, repaving and widening
of sideswalks
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Number
of Blocks

42
l0
l5
36
2t'13
24

7
3l
60

6
l3
32
32
l8
8
3

33
il
t3

8
20

4

25

lThe city o[St. Paul surveyed 28 cities.inJune 1986;-24 responde.d, and four known ro have grade-separated pedestrian
systems-Atlana, Buffalo, Omaha, and Rochester (Minneso'u)-did nor.
2As of summer 1986.
312 kilometers.

Grade-Separated Pedestrian Networks in North American Citiesr

Calgary
Cedar Rapids
Cincinnati
Dallas
Des Moines
Duluth
Edmonton
Fargo
Ft. Wonh
Houston
Lexington
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Montreal
Rochester (New York)
Rome (Neri'York)
St. John (New Brunswick)
St. Paul
Sioux City
Spokane
Syracuse
Toronto
Waterloo (Iowa)
Yinpeg

Number
of Bridges

4l
t2
l8
t5
27
77
I

l6
zl

6
II
34

I
6
2
2

39
t3
l6
6
3
3

l9

Number Year
of Tunnels Begun

0 1970
0 t978
0 t970

26 t965
0 1982'0- -1974'
t6 1970
l-

l0 1968
51 1947..
0-
0 t96t
2 19623 1962
t t972
0' "t977
0 1983
I 1956
0 1975
0 196l
I " 

1966
13 1890
0 1983

I ßTr

Most Recent
fünnection2 Ownership

3/85 Public
10/85 Joinrlll84 Jointl/86 Joint6/86 Jointt2185 Public
3184 Joint

I l/85 Public
ll78 Privare
f185 . Private
7186 Privare
3/86 Joint5/86 Privare
l/83 Joint5185 Joint[n7 Public

l2l83 Joint4/86 Public
5/86 Joint2185 Private
liSt Joinr5/86 Private
8/85 Public
3189 Jgffi '

source: st. Paul Deparrnent of Planning and Economic Development,
A_ S uru ey of D ow nt ow n G r adè - S ep arat e d p e de s tr í an'
CircuJation Systems ín N orth America, December 1986.
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Calgar.v's +15 Signase Program

104

ffi
ffi
Stairs leading off the +15 are
marked by pictographs designed
to be compatible with the + 15
symbol.

The name +15, ¡nd¡cates that
the bridges are fS feet or more
above street level. Coined by
City Planning prior to Canadà
converting to the metric system,
the unique + 15 is now a part of
Calgary history.

The Blackfoot were early settlers
in the Calgary area.

The Blackfoot use circles to
represent stars. Format¡ons of star-
circles typically adorn the tops
of their teepees. The *15 forma-
tion in the symbol is based on
the Blackfoot starcircle concept.

As suggested in the symbol circle
patterns will be used on + 15
floors to help as a guide through
open spaces and intricate
corridors.

The entire route of the + 15 is
indicated with circles on the map.

Repetitive elements were com-
monly used by the Blackfoot to
indicate direction and to record
historical events as shown here
in one of their stone maps.

The white stetson which has
been symbolic of Calgary for the
past 35 years, conveys a warm
welcome to use the + 15 system.

The blue and white colours repre-
sent a clear sky with friendly
clouds, the weather inside the
+15 no matter what the weather
is outside.

The + 15 symbol marks entryways
from street level to the elevated
bridges and walkways.

Source: calgary Planning and Building Department, April 19g6.
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DATE

Sept. 1957

Sept. 1974

Dec.20,1976

Oct. L9,1.977

1979

July 1980

July 1980
(cont.)

*" rorroo or*ffioo-*r,n *rn*n*
ACTION

The City and Eaton's enter into an agreement to construct
Winnipeg's firs1 pedgstrian overpas s linking Eaton's Dpt.
Store with the Eaton's parkade. However, this tint is not
ofñcially part of the walkway sysren

The.overpass linking the Convention Centre to the Holiday
Inn is compleæd. This sþwalk is to be the frst link on
the yet to be approved mandatory right-of-way (R.O.V/.).

The City enters into agreements with the building owners
at the comer of Portage and Main to build an underground
concourse on the site. Construction begins in 1977.

City Çouncil adopts "Downtown Alternatives Relnrt" and
$ereby approves the designation of a mandatoryR.O.W.
for a weather-protected pedestrian system in downtown
Winnipeg. The system is created with three objectives
in mind:
(1) to provide a unifying factor which links the retail

focus with other elements in the downtown,
(2) to im-prov.e the downtown pedestrian environment by

emphasising pedestrian comfort and convenience, and
(3) to provide an attractive climate-controlled and

weather proæcted pedestrian environment to
compete with suburban malls.

Construction 9f th9 underground concourse at portage and
Main is completed and opened to the public.

CityCouncil adopts "Plan Winnþg" as a guide for future
development in V/innipeg. The document re-affirms the
City's commiment to the walkway system as it is
recòmmended-that the walkway cóntinue to be supported
and developed
Policy: The city shall facilitate pedestrian movemenr
benveen major aaivity nodes through the provision of
q gqade-_separated pedestrian walkway system.
Objectives:
(1) To make rhe movement of both pedestrians & vehicles

as convenient as possible within the downtown.
(2) To providg climate-controlled pedestrian systems

between the major activity nodes in the downtown.
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Ocr 1987

Nov. 1988

Dec. 1, 1988

Mar. 1989

Sept. 13,1989

1977-1993

The.downtown shopping complex Portage place opens,
linking The Bay to Newport Centre and Eaton's. ^

The second level connection through the Post Office
opens, making-itpossib_le to mvel along the walkway in
climate-controlled comfort from the Portage and Main
concourse to The Bay.

Major Bill Norrie officially opens Winnipeg's downrown
walkway system.

1ltg þtr_rl skywalk o_n the sysrem opens, connecting
400 St. Mary to the ICG Building.-

City Coun4 recommends that the walkway system be
named the DowntownWalkway System.

Since approval oJ the system n 1977, City Council has
committed $2,000,000 towards the constn¡ction of the
walkway systenr. From 1989 to 1993 Council has

{*"tS $300,000 per year for further development of
the walkway.

Sources: Ad Hoc Commiftse on Downtown Altematves, Downtown Raitalízation,
City of Winntqqg_þparment of Environmental Planning, District Plans
Branch, June 1977.

P I a n w i nnip e s^._ s wrunary and R e c o trune ndatí o ns of the s tudy T e am,
Deparment of Envi¡onmental Planning, \ilinnipeg, iuty t 9g0.
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WEATHER PROTECTED PEDESTRIAN SYSTEM
RECOMMENDED MANDATORY RIGHT-OF-WAY

- 

ELEVATED WALKWAY R.O.W.

...O""' UNDERGROUND WALKWAY R.OW.

t poRTAcE AND MAIN coNcouRsE

SERVICED BUILDINGS

@ ELEVATED

ry UNDERGRoUND

ELEVATED . NOT ON R.O.W.
iit//

Source: TheCityof Winnipeg; 19g9.
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Downtown Pedestrian Walkway Facts

BUILDING

Totll
Bulldlng

Floor
A¡e¡

Por¡ona¡
Sorvlca
Outletr

Relall
Oullelr

Rcslau-
ranl¡ and

Food
Outlol¡

Flnandal
Sorvlcor

Company
Offlcer

Structured
Parllng
Spacer

thvelllng
Unltr Êmployeea

400 SL Mary

ICG Building

The Bay

The Power Building

One Canada Centre

Porøge Place

Village at Portåge Place

Kiwanis Chate¿u

Fred Douglas Place

Porøge Plac¿ (Southside)

NewPort Cenue

Eatons

Somerset Place

The Delta Winnipeg

Eaton Plac¿

Centennial Library

Post Offrce

Cargill Building

200 Graham

Shops of tilinnipeg Square

Commodity Exchange Tower

Royal Bank

Scotia Bank

Toronto Dominion Bank

Bank of Montreal

Richardson Building

L¡mbard Concou¡se

Westin Hotel

BankofCanada 
I

Grain Exchange Building 
I

155,920

282A22

631,596

62A80

2fÉ.,8û

469,280

374,907

t90,2tt

170,000

49A20

178,358

769,790

159,615

214,96

819,722

130,162

67r,397

227,798

167,581

146,304

629,883

216,936

99At0

78,868

244,908

s61,560

41529

300,433

94Att

36É.,253

3

5

20

I

l0

2

7

r6

5

l3

I

l0

3

I

2

2

t02

t5

6

4

,,

I

65

l8

14

I

I

3

4

23

5

I

4

l9

I

t'l

3l
5

I

I

2

2

2

I

4

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

5

29

l5

5

5

t4

46

26

l8

2

106

35

64

3

t20

95

476

800

t62

r,00

492

r05

48

606

313

350

499

l3

ll4

986

560

376

r22

t20

400

900

1,000

r25

I,100

950

50

50

750

2,000

475

150

2,ffi
l6l
800

600

250

3s0

2,150

405

205

150

800

980

70

3s0

ll0
800

TOTALS 9,773,036 96 2U 89 22 493 6,68E 6lt 18,731

Source: The City of Winnipeg, Dpt.of Environmental Planning, May 1990.
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DAYS ÀITD HOTIRS INDNIil)UAL PEDBSIR,IAN CONNECTIONS ÀRB OPEN TO TÍIE PTIBLIC

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PEDESTRIAN IIA.I,KÍ{AY

IcG BullËlinq - Bav
Parkåd€

Bay - Portrgo Placa

Portage Place -
On6 Cånrda C€ntre

Portade Place -
Place-Prænade
Portage Place - HoIt
Renfree BuildlnE

HONDÀY TO FRIDAY

6:30 a.nr.-6:00 p.m.

7:00 a.m.-ltfdnight

7:00 a.n.-6:00 p.m.

7:00 r.m.-Hldnight
7:00 a.m.-l{ldnlght

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

7:00 a,m.-ld:oo p.m.

7:00 a.¡u,-10:00 p.m.

7:00 a.m.-10300 p,m.

7:00 ê.m.-10:00 p.m.

7:00 a.¡n.-Hiclnlght ?:00 a.m.-ttidnlght

Closed Closed

7300 a.m.-Hldnight ?:00 a.m.-Hidnight
7:00 å.n.-Hidnight 7:00 a.m.-t{Idnlght

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Cloeed

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Closed

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.n. Closeil

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Closed

7:00 a.m.-10:00 p.rî. Closed

SATURDAY

closed

24 houre

closed

SUNDAY

closed

24 hours

Cloeed

HOI{DAY TO TI'ESDAY WEDNESDÀY TO FRIDAY

9:30 a.n.-6:00 p,m. 9:30 a.m.-9:30 p.rn. 9:30 a.rn.-6:OO p.m. Closect6. New¡rcrt Center -
Eatont I

7. Eaton Place

8. Eaton Place - Library
9. Llbrarv - PoBt

Off1ce-

10. Post Offlce - Carqlll
BuiIdlnE

r1. C!ryil1 Bulldlng -
WInnip€g Squa.re

12. llfnnipeg Squåre -
Conc€urae

13. Concouree

14. Concoura€ - Bank of
Hontr€aI

15. Concourae - I¡mbard
Sguare

16. Iprdbartl Squar€ -
Gra1n E:<cliange Bulldlng

17. Conv€ntlon C€ntr€ -
Hollday Inn

18. Clvlc C€ntrs -
Centennial Concort HaIl

24-hour accoss at cornrodity Exchange Tower ontrance off l¡lain St!€6t and between Royal
Bank and Scotir Brnk off of portagõ Avenu€

24 houre

6:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m,

6:00 a.m.-11:O0 p.m.

6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

6:30 a.m.-1:3O a.m.

7:00 a.rn.-11:00 p.m.

6:00 s.m.-11:00 p.m. CLoged

Closed CIoEêd

6:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m. 6:30 r.n.-1:30 a.m.

10:00 â.rn.-11:00 p.n. l0:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

source: The city of v/innipeg, Dpr.of Environmenral planning, April 19g9.
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This survey is being conducted by the University of Manitoba in an effort to examine lhe
effectiveness of Winnipeg's Downtown Walkway System. Since the success of this study
depends on your co-operation, please take the time to fill out this questionnaire and return
it to

1. What was your reason for coming downtown today? work
shop
eat
entertainment
other

system to get from your
no_

2. How did you get downtown today? car _ bus_ walk_ other

3. When you drive downtown, where do you normally prefer to park?
at a meter on the street
in an off-street park¡ng lot
in a parkade
don't have a preference _

4. lf you came downtown by car, how far is your parking space from your place of
employmenudestination? _ blocks or parking space in same building

5. lf you came downtown by bus, how far is your bus stop from your place of
employmenVdestination? _ blocks

6. lf you work in the downtown, do you use the walkway
bus stop/car to your place of employment? yes _
(lf no): Why?

7. Do you use D.A.S.H. to get around the downtown?
frequently _ occasionally _ never _
lf you use the D.A.S.H., to what buildings or po¡nts of the downtown do you normally
take the D.A.S.H.? Destination(s): 

-since the opening of the walkway/skywalk system, do you use D.A.s.H....?
more _ less _ same _

Do you normally use the walkway system when you are downtown? yes _ no _
on a typical weekday, what hours of the day do you use the walkway system?
morning _ lunchtime _ afternoon _ attenroft _ evening _
(7 - 11:30) (1 1 :30 - 1 :30) (1 :30 - a) (a - s:30) (S:30 -1r :ão)

8.



9. Which would you be more likely to use under the following temperature conditions:

(a) cold day (-30 C)

(b) average day(10 C)

(c) warm day (25 C)

inside walkway outside sidewalk both equally

on a cold day (-30 c), are you willing to go outside to shop, eat, etc.? yes _ no _
(lf yes): How far are you willing to travel by foot? _ blocks

10. At lunchtime, do you use the walkway system to get around the downtown?
frequently _ occasionally _ never _
(lf you use the system): For what reasons? to eat

shop
run errands
other
To
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(check one)

(check one)

(check one)

Between what buildings? From

11. ls it hard to find your way around on the walkway system? yes _ no _
(lf yes): Could you tell me why?

Could you tell me where?

12. Do you feel safe on the walkway system ....?
during the day yes _ no _

after hours yes _ no _ nla _
(lf no): Could you tell me why?

What area(s) of the system feel unsafe?

13. What do you like most about the walkway system? (please check one answer only)

weather protection
convenience
separatíon from traff¡c
stores, restaurants
other

COMMENTS:
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14. What improvements would you like to see on the walkway system? (check 1 or more)

more skywalks/tunnels (expand system)
more signs to help orient users
maps along the system for orientation _
better accessibility to street
better accessibility for handicapped/elderly _
uniform hours throughout system
better security
cleanliness
other

COMMENTS:

15. Do you use the walkway system to get from one section of the downtown to another
even though your place of destination is not connected to the walkway system?yes_ no_
lf no, is it because you find it more convenient to use the D.A.s.H.? yes _ no _

Characteristics of respondent: Your sex? male _ female _
Your age?

General comments on walkway system:

Thank you for your co-operation!
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APPF NDIX t'G't

IIser Comments from the TVatkway Survey

ouestion 6lb)-..... Reasons why respondents do not use the walkway
system to get from their bus stop/car to their ptace of work.

(1) No need to use walkway. q-q5 stop/parking spot only a short distance from work.
Parkade located in same building aswork.
Quicker and more di¡ect by way of the street.

(?) Itg.y"ttway connection from bus stopþarking spor to prace of work.
(3) Walkway syltgm inaccessible in earþmorning aô sgme of ùs links are nor yer open

(i.e., through Eaton's or The Buy). However, use the system after work to'get to
bus or ca¡.

Qug,stion= lllhl ..... Locations and reasons why repondents find it difficult
to fïnd their way around on the walkway systeñr.

Entire System (in general)
(1) It takes some time to lea¡n where everything is - this could be a problem for first time

and tourists/visitors.
(2) \aaps & signs throughout the sysæm would be benificial to rhose who are nor
_-. frequent users or unfamiliar with the system.
(3) Found sys.rgm- confusing at fîrst, buf now fairly easy to use since I am now

familia¡ with the systeûL
(4) Forstrangers, the system i.s fogrly marked. Someone not familiar with system
__. _c_ouþ lave guige a time using the walkway to its fullesr
(5) Need signs indicating sneet lèvel access tó the systerrr

Library to Winnipeg Square
(1) At first, had difficulty finding the exis to get doyn ro streer level. This usually

resulted in taking a wrong turn & ending up on the wrong streel
(2) It is hard to locate exits and entrances betwêen the street ñd slrywatt tevet

-especially in the Library and post Office.
(3) should.þ signs indicating change in grade between winnipeg square and the

sþwalk level.

Portage & Main C.oncourse

ll) N""qtgfly sure where to exit as I often end up on the wrong st¡eeL
(2) Found this area disorienting at frst since I've gõt a poor senË of d.irection when there

are few windows or I'm underground. Easy to lose your sense of direction
underground.
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Queslion l2lc)..... Locations on the walkway system where people feel
unsafe and why.

Entire System (in general)
(1) Feels too deseræd at night. System not utilized by the public as much in the evening

hours.
(?) E*t much safer in a¡eas that a¡e crowded with lots of people and activities.
(3) Sysær.n atlac$-a1unsavory.clientele in the evening - êspecially during bad weather.

Security should do a betær job at gening rid of loitérs. 
-

(4) Moresecurity needed to patrol-en$re system. Sqq*ity should have a betterpresence.
(5) I rarely see any security people in the skywatks.
(6) Security shoul4 be enhanced with more guards. A lot of surveillance cameras, but

but they can't help someone who is alrváay in houble.

Portase Place
(1) After hours,the type of people in the mall is intimidating. The crowd changes quite

dramatically after 5 pn
(2) Too.many tee-nagers/tran_sients/undesirables lgngr"g aro¡nd inthe evening - especially

on the lower level in and around Edmonton Court and the food court area-s.

Promenade Place Ma¡ket hallwav
losed, the place is deserted at night.

(!) !-act o! shops and stores along the hallway makes the place feãl deseræd and unsafe.
(3) No visible security personnel at any times-- feels unsafè, especially in the evening.

Winnioes Souare
(f ) [eems to be moreragrants at gghlan-d in the early morning beggng for money.
(l) leryer people at-mglt - roo quier Feel unsafe beitig undergrouñd
(3) þ the evening,.the place feels too isolated- You neler know what you mightrun

into or what might happen.

Winnioee Soua¡e to Libraw
(1) Not enough visible security in the evening. Should be patrolled more by security

people.
(2) At night" you feel more alone and there are hardly any security if anything should

happen.

Ouestion l4 ..... Desired walkway improvements.

Expansion of Svstem
(1) system should be expanded {o¡n a00 st. Mary to Eaton place. sysrem is

inconvenient to use if yoÌ yo+ 
"-t 

400 St- MaryÆcG and want to go by skywalk
to Earon's. F*q lF.sr Mary it is only 2-3 blocks to Eaton's, buiif yôu úse the
sþwalk it is 7-8 blocks.

(2) ]lqwalkway sllould be a complete circle or loop. We should be able to walk from
ICG to Eaton Place directly. lo-stayinside-youd have to walk through Portage place
twhich is silly if you are on a t hour lunch Ëreak.

(3) Te sylçtgge-s ûo some places in a roundabout way, so'it takes longer.
(i.e.,ICG Building to Eaton Place)

(4) System should expand to the Convention Centre.
(5) system should expand north ro include the Concert Hall and City Hall.
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Hours of Ooeration
(1) Due to Eaton's an{ The Bay not opening doors before 9:30 AM, system cannot 6ç

used properlY þV downtown residènts and employees - this presenæ an obsracle
prior to normal store hours.

(2) For employees who start work before 9:30 AM, it would be convenient if Eaton's
-^. gpen+ earlier-so we could use system to get to \ilork.
(3) Eàton's opens late and closes eariy - this liäits access to the rest of rhe system.
(4) Some evenings the system closesioo early and you can get stuck in the c'ot¿ *itttout

a proper coal
(5) Some walkways close too garly. If I work late I can't use the system and thus have to

tgo outside to get to parkade.
(6) The¡þry3$s should be separated from the deparunent stores so the walkway can be

used at all hours.
(7) Eaton's cuts the walkway system in half when they are closed - the whole system is

rendered ineffective whenever Eaton's feels like ciosing. There should Ue añ aUey 
-

running through the store so the walkway can be openãt all hours.

HandicappedÆlderly Access
(1) D-{o handicapped access from sþwa1k to Winnipeg Square. An elevator lift should

be put in.
(2) Stairway from skyw¿t lq lvinni.peg Square not condusive-ro 2-way traffic - roo sreep,

narro\#, and confining. This makelacCess awkward for all users.
(3) Doon ilong the system_are hard to open if you are by younelf. Auomatic doors

would improve access for the elderly and hlandicapped.

Ouestion 13 ..... Favorite walkway feature.

Downtown Emolovees
(1) kt the winter, the w.{S3f has greatly 

-rmproved-pedesrian 
flow, eqpecially during

.^. pglrds when ttrere is t]ntg timg-to spãre (i-.e., at lïnch and breaks). '
(2) When you are in a rush, time is saved as you don't have to wair fór traffic or lights

cross the street.
(3) 

Tn 
winter, yog do1! have to put on winter clothing ro get a¡ound - this saves time and

is mo¡e comfortable.
(4) More variety to \vhat and where you can eat at lunchtime.
(5) V/alkway is ideal for V/innþg's unpredicatable weather.

Downtown Residents
(!) Çives more freedom to seniors like myserf to get about the downtown-
(2) 

The walkways d9y us to exercise (w-alk)-everyday of rhe year - therefore it is good
for our health and there is no fear of slipþing oi ú sidewáks.

(3) A godseqd for older people who want oierñain aciirre. Feel much safer on the system
than on the streel

(4) I walk a gea! deal more since moving downtown - churches, movie theatres and bus
stops arc so handy.

(5) As morepeople become aware of this system (especially olderpeople) they will be
more encouraged to live downtown. I am certairily happy that i soÍ¿ my hóme and
moved downtown. The skywalk was ¡etally respónsible for this decisión - *ithout
it, I'd be in B.C. by now.



(6) I enjoy the whole concept and moved to the downtown because of the walkway 
1 1 6

-.:yltgp..Ihope 
more-people can be sold on downtown living.

O) I think it is great with.it's Tany gxce-119¡t features: (1) the a"¡ltity to navigate safely
in the winter by avoiding the iisk of slipping on ice;-(2) easy access !o
entertainment and places to dine; and (3) thé vast va¡iety of shops.

Shoooers
(1) So convenient in winær to€et shopping-donewithout any hastle - no need for buþ

qlothing and can avoid trafüc andiðy sidewalks.
(2) Can do most err¿nds without lguting the indoors. This is beneficial especiatly during

periods of extreme heat or cold.
(3) I think the system is great. I¡--i.s a recognition of the exrreme temperarures in our city

and that people are more willing to shop and access businesses if t¡ey can do it in '
comfort.

(4) The walkway system is a terrific asset to downtown, not only for connections but
weather protection.

(5) I think the system is a great amenity for downtown shopping.
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Downtown Winnipeg DASH Route Map
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